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ABSTRACT 

 
Relationship conflict puts individuals at risk for emotional distress and physical illness. 

Although many studies in the field have focused on examining cardiovascular, endocrine, and 

immunological changes associated with relationship conflict, the role of central nervous 

system processes in relationship functioning remains vastly underexplored. The present study 

examined frontal electroencephalographic (EEG) alpha asymmetry during discussions of 

disagreements in romantic partners. Asymmetrical brain activity over the frontal cortex has 

been conceptualized in the literature as both a trait and state indicator of approach and 

withdrawal behaviors, with relatively greater left than right frontal activity corresponding to 

approach behaviors and relatively less left than right frontal activity corresponding to 

withdrawal behaviors. It was hypothesized that during discussions of disagreements in 

romantic partners, relatively greater left than right frontal activity would be associated with 

approach of discussion whereas relatively less left than right frontal EEG asymmetry would 

be associated with avoidance of discussion. It was also hypothesized that partners would 

engage in higher level of approach behaviors and exhibit relatively greater left than right 

frontal activity during discussion of the issue in the relationship that they chose to discuss 

relative to the issue chosen by their partner. Fifty heterosexual college couples in romantic 

relationships for at least two months came to the laboratory for a 2.5-hour experimental 

session, during which self-reported measures were administered, EEG activity was recorded 

continuously from both partners, and interactions were video-recorded. Participants were 

asked to engage in 2 discussions of topics on which they disagreed, in counterbalanced order, 

and each partner was given an opportunity to select an issue to be discussed (Her Issue vs. 

His Issue). After each discussion, participants were asked to watch a video-recording of their 

discussions and rate themselves continuously, using a computer mouse, on how much they 

approached and avoided the discussion. After excluding left-handed participants and data 

unusable due to equipment failure, data from 25 couples were analyzed. Consistent with the 

study hypothesis, during discussion of Her Issue, in female partners, greater self-reported 

rating of approach of discussion was associated with relatively greater left than right frontal 

activity at F4-F3 and F2-F1 EEG leads. However, there was no significant association 

between rating of approach of discussion and frontal EEG asymmetry at any of the sites in 

males during Her Issue, and no effects of rating of approach of discussion on frontal EEG 

asymmetry at any of the sites during His Issue in either males or females. Consistent with the 

study hypothesis, both female and male participants evidenced greater rating of approach of 

discussion during the issue they chose to discuss relative to their partner’s issue. Additionally, 

consistent with the study prediction, males evidenced relatively greater left than right frontal 

activity measured by the overall asymmetry across 4 regions as well as at F6-F5, F4-F3, and 

F2-F1 during His Issue relative to Her Issue, and females exhibited greater relative left frontal 

activity at F8-F7 during Her Issue relative to His Issue. However, there were no significant 

differences in level of frontal EEG asymmetry measured at other EEG sites. There was a 

significant positive association between own approach of discussion, as derived from a self-

report measure of Demand-Withdraw, and relatively greater left than right frontal activity at 

F8-F7, F6-F5, and F4-F3 during Her Issue but not His Issue. The current study provided 

partial support for the association between approach and withdrawal interactions and frontal 

EEG asymmetry during discussions of disagreements in romantic partners. Future studies 

should establish whether patterns of changes in frontal EEG activity associated with these 

interactions have an effect on relationship quality and satisfaction, partners’ ability to resolve 

disagreements, and partners’ psychological and physical health. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Project Overview 

 
Electroencephalographic (EEG) asymmetry over the frontal cortex has been 

conceptualized in the literature as both a trait (e.g., Allen & Kline, 2004; Coan & 

Allen, 2003; Hagemann, Naumann, Thayer, & Bartussek, 2002; Tomarken, Davidson, 

Wheeler, & Doss, 1992; Tomarken, Davidson, Wheeler, & Kinney, 1992) and state 

(e.g., Davidson & Fox, 1982; Harmon-Jones, Lueck, Fearn, & Harmon-Jones, 2006; 

Harmon-Jones, Vaughn-Scott, Mohr, Sigelman, Harmon-Jones, 2004; Shankman, 

Klein, Tenke, & Bruder, 2007; Sobotka, Davidson, & Senulis, 1992; Wiedemann, 

Dengler, Lutzenberger, Birbaumer, & Buchkremer, 1999) indicator of approach and 

withdrawal behaviors, with relatively greater left than right frontal activity 

corresponding to approach behaviors and relatively less left than right frontal activity 

corresponding to withdrawal behaviors. Although the frontal EEG asymmetry 

paradigm has been tested extensively in the field (e.g., see Coan & Allen, 2004; 

Cacioppo, 2004; Field & Diego, 2008, for reviews), very few studies to date 

employed simultaneous examination of the frontal EEG asymmetry patterns in 

individuals during social interactions (see Astolfi et al., 2010; Lindenberger, Li, 

Gruber, & Müller, 2009, for exceptions).  

Considerable attention in the field has been devoted to examinations of social 

interactions in the context of romantic relationships. Evidence indicates that patterns 

of interactions between romantic partners are associated with relationship satisfaction 

and relationship quality (Halford, Lizzio, Wilson, & Occhipinti, 2007; Lindahl & 
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Markman, 1990), and that the ability to resolve disagreements may play a key role 

(Noller & Feeney, 2002; Weiss & Heyman, 1997).  

One of the communication patterns commonly described in the literature is the 

demand-withdraw cycle (Christensen & Heavey, 1990), defined as the pattern of 

interaction in which one partner engages in demanding behaviors through criticism or 

nagging and demands change from their partner, while their partner engages in 

withdrawing behavior by avoiding confrontation and disengaging from the 

interaction. Evidence suggests that this pattern of dyadic interaction is associated with 

lower relationship quality and lower relationship satisfaction, both cross-sectionally 

(see Eldridge & Christensen, 2002, for a review) and longitudinally (Heavey, 

Christensen, & Malamuth, 1995).  

Physiological changes are observed in romantic partners during discussions of 

disagreements, which may explain the link between quality and satisfaction in 

relationship and health (Kiecolt-Glaser & Newton, 2001). Many studies in the field 

have focused on examining cardiovascular (Nealey-Moore, Smith, Uchino, Hawkins, 

& Olson-Cerny, 2007; Smith et al., 2011), endocrine, and immunological changes 

associated with relationship conflict (Kiecolt-Glaser et al., 2005; Robles & Kiecolt-

Glaser, 2003; Laurent et al., 2013), yet no studies to date have examined patterns of 

EEG activity during relationship disagreements. Studies of frontal EEG asymmetry 

during disagreements between romantic partners would elucidate whether central 

nervous system activity underlying approach and withdrawal motivation will change 

in the specific context of demand-withdraw interaction.  
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Given the paucity of knowledge in the field about brain activity during interactions 

between romantic partners, the purpose of the present study is to examine demand-

withdraw communication patterns as well as frontal EEG asymmetry patterns using a 

two-topic design (Partner A’s identified issue versus Partner B’s identified issue).  

1.2 Specific Aims 

The present study addresses two primary aims: 

1. To assess whether during romantic partners’ discussions of disagreements, 

frontal EEG asymmetry is associated with the evidence of demand-withdraw 

in each of the partners. It is hypothesized that in both partners, one’s own 

demanding behaviors will be associated with relatively greater left than right 

frontal activity, whereas one’s own withdrawal behaviors will be associated 

with relatively less left than right frontal activity. Additionally, to test aspects 

of the Actor-Partner model, it will be examined whether one’s own 

demanding behaviors are associated with relatively less left than right frontal 

activity in the partner (Hypothesis 1). 

2. To assess whether demand-withdraw interaction as well as corresponding 

patterns of frontal EEG asymmetry depend on the topic being discussed. It is 

hypothesized that partners will engage in higher levels of demanding and 

lower levels of withdrawing behaviors during their own topic relative to their 

partner’s topic (Hypothesis 2). Additionally, partners will exhibit relatively 

greater left than right frontal activity during their own topic and relatively less 

left than right frontal activity during their partner’s topic (Hypothesis 3). 
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CHAPTER 2: RESEARCH STRATEGY 

2.1 Significance 

 
A growing body of literature suggests the link between marital quality and personal 

well-being (see Proulx et al., 2007 for review) and highlights the importance of 

studying factors associated with marital quality. The literature provides substantial 

support for the association between the quality and satisfaction in romantic 

relationships (marital and non-marital) and both physical (e.g., De Vogli, Chandola, 

& Marmot, 2007; Matthews, & Gump, 2002; Tobe et al., 2007) and mental health 

(e.g., Beach, Katz, Kim, & Brody, 2003; Beach, & O’Leary, 1993; Karney, Bradbury, 

Fincham, & Sullivan, 1994; Whisman, 1999). Furthermore, evidence indicates that 

romantic partners’ ability to discuss and resolve disagreements may play a key role in 

couples’ relationship satisfaction and quality (Noller & Feeney, 2002; Weiss & 

Heyman, 1997) and, therefore, deserves particular attention from researchers.  

Of particular importance are studies examining physiological changes during 

disagreements in romantic relationships, as physiological reactivity during conflict 

may explain the association between quality and satisfaction in relationships and 

physical health (Kiecolt-Glaser & Newton, 2001). Evidence suggests that marital 

conflict is associated with increases in heart rate and blood pressure (Nealey-Moore et 

al., 2007; Smith et al., 2009), release of stress hormones and inflammatory response 

(Laurent et al., 2013), as well as immune dysregulation (Kiecolt-Glaser et al., 2005; 

Robles & Kiecolt-Glaser, 2003). Despite the growing body of knowledge in this 

domain, to date, there are no studies examining brain activity during romantic 

partners’ interactions. The present study will address the paucity of knowledge in the 
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field by examining brain activity during romantic partners’ discussions of 

disagreements. 

2.2 Frontal EEG Asymmetry as a State and Trait Measure of Approach and 

Withdrawal Behaviors 

A number of studies investigated frontal EEG asymmetry as both trait (e.g., Allen & 

Kline, 2004; Coan & Allen, 2003; Hagemann et al., 2002; Tomarken et al., 1992a; 

Tomarken et al., 1992b) and state (e.g., Crost, Pauls, & Wacker, 2008; Davidson & 

Fox, 1982; Harmon-Jones et al., 2006; Harmon-Jones et al., 2004; Manna et al., 2010; 

Shankman et al., 2007; Sobotka et al., 1992; Wiedemann et al., 1999) measure of 

behavior. These studies suggest that relatively greater left than right frontal activity 

corresponds to approach behaviors and relatively less left than right frontal activity 

corresponds to withdrawal behaviors. It is important to note here that the literature on 

EEG asymmetry is not devoid of confusion surrounding measurement, analysis, and 

interpretation of cortical EEG asymmetry. Evidence suggests that activity within the 

alpha range (8 – 13 Hz) is inversely related to underlying cortical processing (Allen, 

Coan, & Nazarian, 2004). Thus, in this manuscript, the results of the reviewed studies 

will be reported in terms of the inferred cortical activity rather than the measured 

alpha power, for conceptual simplicity. Another common inconsistency in the 

literature concerns the inappropriate but often interchangeable use of the terms EEG 

activity and EEG activation. To address this issue, in line with the terminology 

proposed by Coan and Allen (2004), in the summary of the reviewed literature, 

baseline or tonic levels of cortical processes will be referred to as activity whereas 

changes from baseline levels in response to an experimental manipulation will be 
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referred to as activation. Additionally, an EEG-specific methodological issue that 

may account for some inconsistencies across findings in the literature is that there is 

no agreement between different research groups about optimal choice of electrode 

reference (see Allen & Coan, 2004, for review). Different electrode montages were 

used in studies reviewed in this manuscript (e.g., averaged “linked” mastoids, Cz, 

average of all EEG leads), and the present study uses current source density (CSD; 

Kayser & Tenke, 2006; Perrin, Pernier, Bertrand, & Echallier, 1989, 1990), which is a 

recently developed approach that estimates the amount of the brain’s electrical 

current flowing in and out of superficial scalp regions adjacent to the electrode at 

which activity is being measured and hence has an enhanced spatial resolution.  

Given the nature of the present study that assumes that state-related changes in frontal 

asymmetry can be observed as the result of the experimental manipulation (discussion 

of disagreements), it is important to ascertain how much of the variance in EEG 

asymmetry over the frontal cortex represents trait-like properties and how much of 

the variance in frontal asymmetry is due to state-specific changes. Hagemann and 

colleagues (2002; 2005) examined this question using latent state-trait model analysis 

and in their later report the authors concluded that approximately 40-50% of the 

variance was due to individual differences and approximately the same proportion of 

the variance could be attributed to state-specific fluctuations. These findings fit well 

within the capability model proposed by Coan and colleagues (Coan, Allen, & 

McKnight, 2006), which posits that individual differences in frontal EEG asymmetry 

can be conceptualized as the interaction between a trait-like ability to approach or 

withdraw and demands of the situation.  
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In accordance with the findings from Hagemann and colleagues (2002; 2005) and 

with the capability model outlined above (Coan et al., 2006), evidence suggests that 

changes in frontal asymmetry can be observed in response to a provocation or a task 

(Cole et al., 2012; Crost, Pauls, & Wacker, 2008; Harmon-Jones et al., 2004; 

Harmon-Jones et al., 2006; Hofmann, 2007; Kawamoto et al., 2013; Lewis, Weekes, 

& Wang, 2007; Manna et al., 2010; Papousek et al., 2016; Peterson, Gravens, & 

Harmon-Jones, 2011; Pérez-Edgar, Kujawa, Nelson, Cole, & Zapp, 2013; Rognoni, 

Galati, Costa, & Crini, 2008; Schöne, Schomberg, Gruber, & Quirin, 2016; Verona, 

Sadeh, & Curtin, 2009; Wacker, Heldmann, & Stemmler, 2003; Wacker, Chavanon, 

Leue, & Stemmler, 2008; Wiedemann et al, 1999). Evidence indicates that exposure 

to emotion-evocative conditions can produce shifts in frontal EEG asymmetry 

(Hofmann et al., 2007; Kawamoto et al., 2013; Lewis et al., 2007; Papousek et al., 

2016; Pérez-Edgar, Kujawa, Nelson, Cole, & Zapp, 2013; Peterson et al., 2011; 

Verona et al., 2009). Verona and colleagues (2009) found that individuals who 

exhibited more left than right frontal activation, measured at F8-F7 leads, in response 

to impersonal or personal stressors behaved more aggressively towards the 

confederate and reported greater anger and hostility in their everyday lives, 

suggesting that stress reactivity involving approach activation may represent risk for 

behavioral dysregulation. In another investigation examining the effects of a 

naturalistic stressor (college examinations) on changes in EEG activity (Lewis et al., 

2007), participants exhibited a shift from relatively greater left than right frontal 

activity during low examination stress period to relatively less left than right frontal 

activity recorded from F7 and F8 leads during high examination stress period. 
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Interestingly, this shift towards relatively less left than right frontal activity during 

high examination stress was associated with the increase in self-reported negative 

health-related symptoms. In another study (Hofmann, 2007), when participants were 

asked to re-experience most emotionally powerful part of a video designed to induce 

positive and negative moods, the affect-induced frontal EEG asymmetry was 

moderated by negative trait affect, with the difference in frontal activation (measured 

at F4 and F3 leads) between induced positive and negative affective states increasing 

linearly with negative trait affect. Additionally, in another investigation (Pérez-Edgar 

et al., 2013), increases in relatively right frontal activation at F4-F3 leads from 

baseline to the stressful speech condition were associated with vigilance to angry 

faces and avoidance of happy faces, suggesting the role of frontal regions in cognitive 

control and threat detection. There is also evidence that frontal alpha asymmetry can 

change even in response to brief affective-motivational stimuli (i.e., erotic pictures), 

as typically presented in event-related designs, suggesting that changes in frontal 

alpha asymmetry might be elicited even by very brief but salient events (Schöne et 

al., 2016). 

There are reports indicating that changes in lateralized frontal activation emerge 

during social interactions. Kawamoto and colleagues (2013) found that frontal EEG 

asymmetry changed from relative left frontal activation, suggestive of approach 

motivation, to relative right frontal activation, indicative of withdrawal motivation, as 

the result of perceived social exclusion during a computerized task. Findings from 

another group (Peterson et al., 2011), established that ostracism-induced anger was 

correlated with increased relative left frontal EEG activity, as measured at F2-F1 and 
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F4-F3, in 40 participants. In addition, at least one examination of frontal asymmetry 

indicates that changes in asymmetry are observed during cognitive-reappraisal efforts 

of anger-evoking events, with greater relative left than right EEG activation in 

ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (measured at F8-F7 and Fp2-Fp1) being associated 

with greater capacity for generating cognitive reappraisals (e.g., Papousek et al., 

2016).  

There has been a debate in the field whether frontal alpha asymmetry reflects 

emotional valence (e.g, Gotlib, Ranganath, & Rosenfeld, 1998; Heller, 1990), 

motivational direction (e.g., Davidson, 1995; Fox, 1991; Harmon-Jones & Allen, 

1997), or a combination of both (e.g., Davidson, 1998; Tomarken & Keener, 1998). 

One distinct example when the emotional valance and motivational direction theories 

of frontal asymmetry clash is when emotion (or state) in question is anger. Harmon-

Jones and colleagues (2004) argue that despite its negative valence, anger is related to 

approach motivation tendencies and thus should be associated with relatively greater 

left frontal activity and activation. There are several reports from this group that 

support this premise. Harmon-Jones and colleagues (2004) manipulated anger in 

laboratory conditions and found that interpersonal insult increased left relative to 

right frontal activation, and when participants experienced sympathy towards the 

person providing the insulting feedback, their relative left frontal activation was 

reduced. In another study from this group (Harmon-Jones et al., 2006), it was found 

that an increase in the personal relevance of the stimuli increased relative left frontal 

activation in response to anger provocation. Consistent with the motivational 

direction hypothesis, in an fMRI study, Berkman and Lieberman (2010) found an 
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increased left activation in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex during approach condition 

regardless of the stimulus valence, and no such effect was observed for pleasant 

compared to unpleasant stimuli. 

Yet another group conceptualizes frontal EEG asymmetry as a reflection of one’s 

goals and actions rather than motivational direction. Wacker et al. (2003) proposed 

that relatively greater left than right frontal activity is related to behavioral activation 

independent of the direction of behavior (approach or withdrawal) whereas relatively 

less left frontal activity is related to goal-conflict induced behavioral inhibition. To 

test this model, Wacker and colleagues conducted a series of studies in which they 

attempted to independently manipulate valence and motivational direction. In their 

earlier work, Wacker and colleagues (2003) examined frontal EEG activity recorded 

at F4-F3 leads in 109 male soccer players using between-subject design. The study 

participants were presented with emotional soccer-related imagery that reflected a 

combination of emotion (fear, anger) and direction (approach, withdrawal), and each 

of the imagery scripts ended with the protagonist approaching the anger- or fear-

provoking objects or withdrawing from the anger- or fear-provoking objects. 

Participants were asked whether if confronted with a comparable situation, they 

would act in the same way as the protagonist did in the scripts, and a strong 

agreement with the protagonist’s action was taken as a low level of goal conflict. The 

authors found that irrespective of motivational direction, anger was associated with 

relatively greater left than right frontal activation compared to fear, supporting prior 

findings of Harmon-Jones and colleagues (Harmon-Jones et al., 2004; 2006). At odds 

with the valence theory of frontal EEG asymmetry, in this study, negative valence 
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ratings were associated with relatively greater left frontal activation in withdrawal 

conditions and less left frontal activation in approach conditions. In agreement with 

their proposed model, the authors found a significant positive relationship between 

action agreement and relatively greater left than right frontal activation that was 

consistent across emotion groups. Thus, the authors conclude that these findings are 

best understood within their proposed model of frontal EEG asymmetry as reflecting 

one’s goals and actions irrespective of motivational direction or experienced emotion. 

Using a similar emotional imagery paradigm (this time unrelated to soccer), Wacker 

and colleagues (2008) found that self-reported withdrawal motivation during 

behavioral activation (running away from a feared stimuli) was associated with 

relatively greater left than right frontal activation, recorded at F4-F3 leads, which is 

inconsistent with the motivational direction paradigm. Additionally, in a more recent 

investigation from the same group (Wacker, Mueller, Pizzagalli, Henning, & 

Stemmler, 2013), the authors found the associations between frontal alpha asymmetry 

and both dopamine and behavioral activation trait, but only in approach-motivation 

contexts when male participants interacted with female experimenters rated as most 

attractive. 

Another study that highlights importance of the context in eliciting changes in frontal 

EEG asymmetry is the investigation by Cole and colleagues (2012), in which 

socially-withdrawn individuals evidenced decrease in relative left frontal activity 

measured at F4-F3 leads when being exposed to an anxiety-provoking video and 

subsequently preparing for their own speech but not when being exposed to a benign 

speech video. These results suggest that contextual affective cues may prime an 
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individual's response to stress, particularly if the cues are associated with an 

anticipated negative event. 

In the current study, the assumptions about whether EEG asymmetry reflects 

motivation, emotional valence, or goal-directed activity are not explicitly made. The 

focus of the reported investigation is on observable and self-reported behaviors of 

approach and avoidance of a topic being discussed by romantic partners and the 

associated patterns of EEG asymmetry rather than on underlying emotional states, 

goals, or motivations that these behaviors might reflect. In fact, in the present study, 

emotions, goals, and motivations may not be mutually exclusive – for example, if 

someone is unsatisfied with her/his partner’s behavior and wants the partner to 

change, she/he might engage in the discussion with the partner in a demanding way, 

which could represent all or none of the following – the state of anger, the goal to 

make his/her point of view heard, or the motivation to change the partner’s behavior, 

with either one of these underlying processes being possible.  

Taken together, the reviewed studies indicate that changes in EEG asymmetry over 

the frontal cortex can be elicited and observed in experimental conditions (e.g., 

Harmon-Jones et al., 2004; Harmon-Jones et al., 2006; Hofmann, 2007; Lewis et al., 

2007; Rognoni et al., 2008; Verona et al., 2009; Wacker et al., 2003; Wacker et al., 

2008; Wiedemann et al., 1999). Although most studies to date examine changes in 

EEG asymmetry as related to internal, within-individual processes and utilize various 

emotion-elicitation paradigms, there is lack of studies that use real-time social 

interactions as potentially powerful stimuli for eliciting emotional and behavioral 

responses and activating underlying neural processes as they are likely to occur 
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outside of laboratory setting. Thus, in the present study, changes in frontal EEG 

activity are elicited through discussions of disagreements in romantic partners, and 

behavioral patterns of approach and avoidance as well as corresponding patterns of 

EEG activity are examined.  

2.3 Demand-Withdraw Communication Pattern in Romantic Relationships 

 
Numerous studies examined communication patterns in romantic relationships (e.g., 

Eldridge & Christensen, 2002; Eldridge, Sevier, Jones, Atkins, & Christensen, 2007; 

Gottman, 1994; Gottman, Coan, Carrere, & Swanson, 1998; Jarnecke, Reilly, & 

South, 2015; Halford et al., 2007; Johnson et al., 2005; Kiecolt-Glaser et al., 2003; 

Lindahl & Markman, 1990; Markman, 1981). Studies found that certain aspects of 

communication in romantic relationships are associated with relationship quality and 

satisfaction (Halford et al., 2007; Lindahl & Markman, 1990), and the ability to 

resolve disagreements may play a key role (Noller & Feeney, 2002; Weiss & 

Heyman, 1997). At the same time, studies examining communication patterns during 

conflict discussions found that low rates of positive verbal communication (Johnson 

et al., 2005), higher levels of negative communication (Kiecolt-Glaser et al., 2003; 

Markman, 1981), the occurrence of specific negative affect, such as contempt or 

disgust, as well as the ratio of positive and negative affect (Gottman, 1994; Gottman 

et al., 1998) are associated with relationship dissatisfaction. However, there is no 

seeming agreement in the literature about which of the patterns described above has 

most detrimental effect on relationship quality and satisfaction. 

One pattern that has been consistently described in the literature as associated with 

reduced relationship quality and reduced relationship satisfaction both cross-
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sectionally (see Eldridge & Christensen, 2002, for a review; Eldridge et al., 2007) and 

longitudinally (Christensen & Heavey, 1990; Heavey et al., 1995) is the demand-

withdraw interaction. Christensen & Heavey (1990) define demand-withdraw cycle in 

which one partner engages in demanding behaviors through criticism or nagging and 

demands change from their partner, while the other partner engages in withdrawing 

behavior by avoiding confrontation and disengaging from the interaction. This pattern 

of communication during disagreements is of special interest in the present study as it 

closely maps onto the theoretical constructs of approach and withdrawal shown to be 

associated with the EEG asymmetry. Although demand-withdraw interactions, as 

defined by Christensen and Heavey (1990), tend to represent only a particular 

manifestation of behavioral patterns of approach and withdrawal, this type of 

communication is likely to occur in the context of discussions of disagreements and 

thus it holds promise for establishing the association between brain activity and 

behavior.  

Studies indicate sex differences associated with demand and withdrawal roles, such 

that females more often demand whereas males more often withdraw (e.g., Baucom, 

McFarland, & Christensen, 2010; Christensen & Heavey, 1990; Eldridge et al., 2007). 

Despite earlier research alluding to inherent biological differences implicated in these 

sex differences (Sullaway & Christensen, 1983; Christensen, 1987; 1988), later 

studies disconfirm this assumption by examining patterns of interactions in same-sex 

couples (Baucom et al., 2010; Holley, Strum, & Levenson, 2010). These studies show 

that same-sex couples engage in demanding and withdrawing behaviors during 

discussions of disagreements in similar ways to heterosexual couples. Another 
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example that disconfirms sex-specific roles in demanding and withdrawing behaviors 

comes from the study of couples coping with heart failure (Cleary, Rohrbaugh, & 

Shoham, 2006), in which these roles were associated with patient status rather than 

sex (patients tended to be in a withdrawing role whereas their spouses tended to be in 

a demanding role; see Rohrbaugh & Shoham, 2011). Additionally, it has been 

repeatedly found that salience of the problem being discussed influences demanding 

and withdrawing roles (Christensen & Heavey, 1990; Heavey et al., 1993) and may 

lead to role reversal (Klinetob & Smith, 1996; Rynes, Rohrbaugh, & Shoham, 2004; 

Eldridge et al., 2007). Thus, it appears that health status or power differences rather 

than sex differences tend to affect demanding and withdrawing roles in interactions. 

The premise of the power differences hypothesis is that women usually desire more 

change compared to men, whereas men tend to maintain status quo. This theoretical 

assumption was confirmed by Holley and colleagues (2010) who found that in 63 

heterosexual, gay, and lesbian couples, the demand-withdraw pattern was evident 

regardless of the couple type, and differences in the amount of change desired rather 

than sex predicted differences in demand-withdraw roles.   

The findings in the literature are consistent with the conceptualization of demanding 

and withdrawing behaviors as a systemic phenomenon, suggesting within and 

between partner interdependence in these behaviors. Demand-withdraw interactions 

appear to be highly polarized – greater demanding behaviors in partners are 

associated with less of their own withdrawing behaviors, but greater withdrawing 

behaviors in their partners (Baucom et al., 2010; Christensen & Heavey, 1990; 

Eldridge et al., 2007). Additionally, there is one study indicating that demanding 
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behaviors tend to increase over the course of the interactions (Baucom et al., 2010), 

which can be explained by the coercion theory (Patterson, 1982) that suggests that 

when the desired goal is not achieved, partners may amplify their behaviors. 

Interestingly, no temporal changes in withdrawing behaviors have been identified in 

this investigation (Baucom et al., 2010). The authors discuss several potential 

explanations for the null findings of changes in withdrawing behaviors over time. 

Perhaps if the withdrawing behaviors are successful in preserving the status quo, then 

there is no need to increase them. Another possibility is that withdrawing behaviors 

may increase over the course of the relationship but would not necessarily be 

observable in the laboratory setting. Yet another possibility is that there is a 

potentially greater difficulty in assessing subtle changes in withdrawal (partners could 

not leave the room, for example, even if that is something they would do outside of 

the laboratory setting). Given the potential difficulty in detecting withdrawing 

behaviors by independent observers, in the present study self-report measures of 

withdrawing behavior are used to address this potential issue.  

Demand-withdraw interactions are most likely to occur during discussions of 

disagreements, so how does this communication pattern impact one’s ability to 

resolve disagreements? It appears that demand-withdraw does not decrease the 

likelihood of conflict resolution (McGinn, McFarland, & Christensen, 2009). 

However, when the problems do get resolved in the process of discussion, demand-

withdraw tends to decrease the likelihood of partners arriving at changes on which 

they both agree (McGinn et al., 2009). Additionally, regardless of the outcome of the 
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interactions, demand-withdraw interactions are associated with lower satisfaction 

with the outcome (McGinn et al., 2009).  

Demand-withdraw during interactions appears to have clinical implications. Studies 

indicate that demand-withdraw interactions are associated with greater distress and 

lower relationship quality and satisfaction (Eldridge, Sevier, Jones, Atkins, & 

Christensen, 2007; Heavey et al., 1995), as well as depression (Knobloch-Fedders et 

al., 2014; Papp, Kouros, & Cummings 2009). In a cross-sectional investigation of 68 

severely and 66 moderately distressed couples seeking therapy as well as 48 

nondistressed couples, demand-withdraw interactions were associated with greater 

distress (Eldridge et al., 2007). Additionally, in the longitudinal investigation of 48 

couples, withdrawing behaviors by men as well as demanding behaviors by women 

while men withdrew were predictive of decline in relationship satisfaction in women 

2.5 years later (Heavey et al., 1995). The investigation by Baucom and colleagues 

(2011) provides some insight into possible processes that link together demand-

withdraw and relationship quality and satisfaction. In a sample of 130 distressed, 

married, heterosexual couples seeking treatment and in a community sample of 38 

couples, demand-withdraw was associated with greater emotional arousal as well as 

with the use of manipulative and controlling influence tactics. Not surprisingly, these 

effects were strongest for partners in demanding role, who exhibited higher levels of 

arousal and greater use of influence tactics (Baucom et al., 2011).  

Given the literature reviewed above, demand-withdraw interactions may point to 

important clinical implications. However, biological processes that may be associated 

with these patterns of behavior have not been extensively studied and there are no 
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studies to date investigating brain activity associated with this pattern of 

communication. Thus, the present study will address this seeming gap in the literature 

by examining changes in brain activity during discussions of disagreements that are 

likely to elicit demanding and withdrawing behaviors in romantic partners.  

2.4 Innovation 

 
The present study is innovative in its methodological as well as theoretical approach. 

In the present study, a new methodology of the simultaneous recording of EEG from 

individuals during social interactions is used. There are very few published studies to 

date that utilize simultaneous EEG recording (see Konvalinka & Roepstorff, 2012 for 

review). One study examined simultaneous EEG activity in pairs of participants 

during a card game (Astolfi et al., 2010), whereas other investigations focused on 

synchronization of EEG activity in couples of participants during the synchronization 

of hand movements (Dumas, Nadel, Soussignan, Martinerie, & Garnero, 2010) and in 

musicians during guitar playing (Lindenberger et al., 2009). However, there are no 

studies on couples’ EEG physiology that simultaneously examine EEG activity in 

romantic partners.  

In addition, the theoretical paradigm tested in the present study is novel. The study is 

designed to address the question of whether a behavioral pattern of social interactions 

(i.e., demand-withdraw) maps onto theoretical paradigm of approach and withdrawal 

behaviors reflected in frontal EEG asymmetry. Although the literature on changes in 

EEG asymmetry in response to experimental manipulations (e.g., Harmon-Jones et 

al., 2004; Harmon-Jones et al., 2006; Hofmann, 2007; Lewis et al., 2007; Rognoni et 

al., 2008; Verona et al., 2009; Wacker et al., 2003; Wacker et al., 2008; Wiedemann 
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et al., 1999) and the literature on demand-withdraw interactions (e.g., Baucom et al., 

2010; Christensen & Heavey, 1990; Cleary et al., 2006; Eldridge & Christensen, 

2002; Eldridge et al., 2007; Heavey et al., 1995; Holley et al., 2010) are vast, the 

present study is the first one to combine these established paradigms in the 

investigation that addresses the association between behavioral patterns and neural 

processes. The design of the study allows to examine the way neural activity and 

behavior of one partner has an effect and is affected by the neural activity and 

behavior of another partner as well as the interplay between behavior and neural 

activity within each partner.  
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS 

3.1 Study Design 

 
This study was divided into two phases. During the first phase, potential study 

participants were identified using an online survey that asked questions pertaining to 

eligibility to participate in the experimental part of the study. Participants were 

recruited from the University of Arizona subject pool of students in introductory 

psychology courses, who participate in studies for course credit. The second phase 

included a laboratory visit with physiological and self-report measures.   

3.2 Participants 

 
All the recruitment procedures were conducted in accordance with the University of 

Arizona Institutional Review Board (IRB) guidelines. Five-hundred-twenty-three 

students who were enrolled in introductory psychology courses at the University of 

Arizona filled out an online survey asking questions pertaining to their eligibility to 

participate in the study. Only participants who were in an exclusive romantic 

relationship for at least 2 months were eligible to participate in the study. Potential 

participants’ handedness was assessed with the handedness scale of Chapman and 

Chapman (1987), and only right-handed participants (those scoring greater than 35 on 

this 39-item scale) were included, as evidence suggests that hemispheric lateralization 

varies with handedness (Bryden, 1982). Since there are no known reports that provide 

information on the association between handedness and EEG asymmetry, this 

exclusion criterion was used in order to keep the findings consistent with the existing 

literature. Individuals currently taking medications or street drugs with psychotropic 

effects (i.e., anti-psychotics, anti-depressants, psychostimulants) were excluded. 
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Additionally, individuals with conditions such as epilepsy or history of epilepsy, 

history of electroconvulsive therapy treatments, history of loss of consciousness for 

greater than 10 minutes, head injuries, or CNS lesions were also excluded as these 

conditions may affect EEG activity. All participants who filled out the online survey 

were given a course credit for their participation in the survey.  

One-hundred-twenty-one participants who were eligible based on the inclusion 

criteria were contacted over the phone by undergraduate research assistants and were 

invited to participate in the study. Participants were told that in order to participate, 

they needed to bring their romantic partner to the laboratory for a 2.5-hour 

assessment. The study protocol was detailed to the participants during this initial 

phone contact. Participants were told that they would be asked to discuss different 

topics on which they both agree and disagree, while their brain activity would be 

recorded and their interactions would be video-recorded. Participants were asked to 

talk to their partner and identify a specific situation that occurred within the past two 

months when they both felt good about their relationship (e.g., an enjoyable 

conversation, a trip that they took together, a party or concert that they both enjoyed), 

so that they would be able to discuss this positive experience during the experimental 

session in the lab (the rationale was to ask participants to talk about this positive 

situation at the end of the experimental session in order to offset potentially negative 

reactions evoked by discussions of disagreements during the experimental session).  

More than half of contacted couples declined to participate in the study or were not 

reachable over the phone. Out of recruited 50 couples, all couples were heterosexual, 

4 participants who signed up for the study were male (8%), 2 couples were married 
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(4%), and 10 couples (20%) were living together at the time of the phone contact. 

From the 50 couples that participated in the study, 25 couples were excluded from 

data analyses due to having a left-handed partner (30%), unusable EEG data (10%), 

unusable data from the Stimulated Recall Task (4%), having an underage partner 

(2%), having a partner with head trauma (2%), and having a partner with history of 

epilepsy (2%). See Figure 1 for a flow of participants through the study. 

Demographic characteristics of participants as well as descriptive statistics for their 

baseline measures are detailed in Table 1. 

 

Figure 1. Flow of participants through the study 
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Table 1. Demographic characteristics and baseline measures for females and males 

 Females Males 

 n (%)  n (%)  

African American 0  0  

Asian 4 (14.8)  6 (23.1)  

Hispanic 4 (14.8)  6 (23.1)  

Caucasian 16 (59.3)  10 (38.4)  

Other 3 (11.1)  4 (15.4)  

     

 Mean (SD) Range Mean (SD) Range 

Age 

 

20.10 (3.24) 18.00 – 33.00 20.55 (3.46) 18.00 - 35 

Baseline positive 

affect (PANAS) 

31.11 (5.91) 18.00 - 45.00 29.08 (7.14) 15.00 - 45.00 

Baseline negative 

affect (PANAS) 

13.33 (2.88) 10.00 – 21.00 13.23 (3.51) 10.00 - 23.00 

BDI 

 

5.59 (3.65) 0.00 - 12.00 5.07 (3.97) 0.00 - 15.00 

ECRS Attachment 

Anxiety 

2.68 (1.23) 1.22 - 5.06 2.67 (0.77) 1.17 - 4.00 

ECRS Attachment 

Avoidance 

2.13 (0.71) 1.06 - 3.89 2.39 (0.79) 1.06 - 4.22 

WHOTO 

Attachment 

104.3 (7.77) 80.0 - 112.0 100.80 (10.12) 73.00 - 112.00 

RAS 

 

4.43 (0.59) 2.57 - 5.00 4.45 (0.52) 3.00 - 5.00 

How I normally feel 

towards partner 

5.73 (2.05) 0.42 - 8.00 5.69 (1.42) 2.17 - 7.83 

How I normally feel 

towards partner 

(positivity) 

8.02 (0.97) 5.42 - 9.00 7.82 (0.85) 5.92 - 9.00 

How I normally feel 

towards partner 

(negativity) 

2.29 (1.18) 1.00 - 5.17 2.12 (0.81) 1.08 - 4.00 

BAS-F 

 

9.30 (1.92) 7.00 – 14.00 8.23 (2.18) 4.00- 11.00 

BAS-D 9.82 (1.94) 6.00 – 13.00 8.96 (2.43) 

 

4.00 - 14.00 

BAS-R 

 

7.37 (1.69) 5.00 – 10.00 7.77 (1.84) 5.00 – 12.00 

BIS 

 

15.93 (1.98) 12.00 - 21.00 16.38 (1.98) 13.00 – 20.00 

 
Notes: BAS-F = Behavioral Activation Scale – Fun; BAS-D = Behavioral Activation Scale – Drive; 

BAS-R = Behavioral Activation Scale – Reward Responsiveness; BIS = Behavioral Inhibition Scale; 

BDI = Beck Depression Inventory; ECRS = Experience in Close Relationships Scale; PANAS = 

Positive and Negative Affect Schedule; RAS = Relationship Assessment Scale; SD = standard 

deviation 
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3.3 Experimental Procedures 

 
Fifty recruited participants came to the Psychophysiology laboratory with their 

romantic partners for a 2.5-hour experimental session. After the consenting 

procedures, couples were fitted with a stretch lycra cap for EEG recording and filled 

out self-report measures (BIS-BAS, RAS, ECRS, WHOTO, BDI, PANAS, SRS), 

wrote down a short paragraph about how they met their partner, and outlined the topic 

that they wished to discuss as an area of disagreement in their relationship with their 

partner (topic of discussion is referred to as “His Issue” for the topic chosen by the 

male partners and “Her Issue” for the topic chosen by female partners). A 6-minute 

EEG baseline was recorded, after which participants were asked to speak about how 

they met. This task was used to get participants accustomed to the lab environment 

and to the experimental set-up as well as to compare their account of their first 

meeting to how they described their first meeting in self-report assessment that they 

completed at the beginning of the experimental session  (this served as a check that 

participants were indeed dating). After that, participants were asked to speak about an 

area of disagreements in counterbalanced order (Her Issue and His Issue). Partners’ 

interactions were video-recorded. After each discussion period (Her Issue and His 

Issue), participants filled out another set of self-report questionnaires (Demand-

Withdraw Scale, Importance of the Issue Questionnaire, State-Relationship 

Questionnaire) and a 5-minute resting period of EEG data was recorded.  

Stimulated Recall Task 

After each of the resting periods, participants were asked to engage in a Stimulated 

Recall task. During this task, each partner was asked to watch a videorecording of the 
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preceding interaction (Her Issue or His Issue) on a computer screen and rate their 

experience based on how much they approached or avoided the discussion. The 

participants were asked to move a slider on the screen using a computer mouse, with 

each movement of the slider corresponding to how much the participant approached 

or avoided the topic being discussed (far right = approach; far left = avoidance). The 

assumption here is that self-reported approach and avoidance of the discussion maps 

relatively closely to the constructs of demand and withdrawal respectively, as defined 

by Christensen and Heavey (1990). Participants were told to utilize the full range of 

movement of the slider and that movements should represent how they felt on a 

continuous, second-to-second basis, regardless of who was talking at the time. The 

experimental session ended with discussion of a positive situation in the relationship 

that partners were asked to prepare prior to coming in to the lab for the experimental 

session. Participants were separated from each other with a partition during the 

Stimulated Recall task as well as during all other EEG recording segments (except for 

the discussion of how they met and discussions of disagreements when they faced 

each other at a 90° angle). The structure of the experiment is represented below in 

Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Sequence of recording segments during the experimental session. 
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and thus the asymmetry score should reflect asymmetry in relatively localized source 

activity. Compared to other montages (e.g., average or linked mastoids), the CSD 

transform is most likely to link surface-recorded frontal EEG asymmetry to activity 

generated in frontal systems. This study examined CSD-transformed data.  

Each EEG data file was visually inspected for movement and muscle artifacts, and 

epochs containing artifacts were removed. Data were segmented into one-minute 

EEG blocks and further epoched into 2.048 sec epochs per block, overlapping by 1.5 

seconds. Independent component analysis (ICA) was used to remove artifacts (i.e., 

blinks, eye movements) from the EEG signal. An automatic algorithm (ADJUST; 

Mognon, Jovicich, Bruzzone, & Buiatti, 2011) that combines stereotyped artifact-

specific spatial and temporal features was used to identify and remove independent 

components that contain ocular artifacts. Then, data were re-referenced off-line to the 

CSD montage. Power spectra for all artifact-free epochs in each recording segment 

were calculated, and power in the 8-13 Hz band was extracted. Recording segments 

of interest for this study include two discussions of disagreement segments (Her Issue 

and His Issue). An asymmetry score was computed for the pairs of sites that have 

symmetrical left and right locations: ln[right]-ln[left]), with higher values reflecting 

relatively greater left than right activity (i.e. relatively greater right alpha). For each 

scalp region of interest (F2-F1, F4-F3, F6-F5, and F8-F7), EEG asymmetry estimates 

were derived for each 2-second segment during the topic discussion, thus resulting in 

a continuous EEG series for each recording period and for each partner. In addition to 

focusing on each of these four regions separately, the average across regions was 
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obtained to provide a potentially more reliable estimate of frontal asymmetry for each 

segment. 

3.5 Self-Report Measures 

 
Behavioral Inhibition System - Behavioral Activation System  

Participants completed the Behavioral Inhibition System/Behavioral Activation 

System (BIS/BAS) scale (Carver & White, 1994). The BIS/BAS scale is self-report 

measure that consists of 20 questions that comprise a Behavioral Inhibition (BIS) 

subscale and three Behavioral Activation subscales: Reward Responsiveness (BAS-

RR), Drive (BAS-Drive), and Fun Seeking (BAS-Fun). Participants are asked to 

answer questions using a 4-point scale (1 = strongly disagree to 4 = strongly agree; 

e.g., “It would excite me to win a contest,” “Criticism or scolding hurts me quite a 

bit.”).  

Relationship Assessment Scale 

The Relationship Assessment Scale (RAS; Hendrick, 1988) was used to assess the 

level of relationship satisfaction among participants in the study. The RAS contains 7 

multiple-choice questions asking for the level of relationship satisfaction (e.g., “In 

general, how satisfied are you with your relationship?” “How much do you love your 

partner?”). The RAS has been widely used in the literature, with the level of 

reliability varying from 0.86 to 0.91 (Hendrick, Dicke, & Hendrick, 1998; Vaughn & 

Matyastik Baier, 1999). 
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Depression 

Given the well-reported association between depression and frontal EEG asymmetry 

(e.g., Stewart et al., 2010), depression was assessed in this study in order to account 

for level of depression in study analysis. The Beck Depression Inventory (BDI; Beck 

et al., 1961) is a 21-item questionnaire that assesses the clinical symptoms of 

depression through asking about feelings over the past week (e.g., “I do not feel sad,” 

“I do not feel I am worse than anyone else.”). The score ranges from 0 to 63. BDI has 

internal reliability of 0.93 and high validity (Beck, Steer, & Carbin, 1988). 

Attachment 

Participants completed the Experiences in Close Relationships scale of attachment 

style (ECRS; Brennan, Clark, & Shaver, 1998). ECRS is a 36-item scale yielding two 

7-point subscales – attachment anxiety and attachment avoidance. Participants were 

asked to respond to items using a 1 to 7 Likert scale. Eighteen items measure 

attachment avoidance (e.g., “I prefer not to be too close to romantic partners”) and the 

other 18 items measure attachment anxiety (e.g., “I worry a lot about my 

relationships”). The two subscales were scored separately. Higher scores on subscales 

of anxiety and avoidance correspond to greater attachment anxiety and attachment 

avoidance, respectively. ECRS has high the test-retest reliability (.91 for the Anxiety 

scale and .94 for the Avoidance scale; Brennan et al., 1998). 

Selection of Topics for Discussion  

Topics for discussions were selected using the paradigm developed by Rynes, 

Rohrbaugh and Shoham (2004). After enrollment in the study and prior to coming in 

for the experiment, participants were asked to talk to their partner and identify a 
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specific situation that occurred within the past two months when they both felt good 

about their relationship. When participants and their partners came in for the 

experimental session at the laboratory, they each were asked to write down a short 

paragraph about how they met as well as identify one situation in the recent past 

when they wanted to change something in the relationship, but their partner did not 

see it as important as they did. Participants and their partners were asked to write 

down these 2 situations (how they met and one area of disagreement), so that they 

could talk about them when prompted by the examiner. After each discussion of 

disagreement (discussion of Her Issue and His Issue), both participants were asked to 

rate each one of the problematic situations on the scale from 1 to 9 on how important 

this issue was to them and to their partner (1 = Not at all; 9 = Extremely Important). 

This was done to verify that problematic situations were still pertinent to the 

participant and their partner’s relationship and thus constituted a strong manipulation. 

A separate item asked how important they thought this issue was for their partner. 

While discussions of disagreements were of main importance to the study, the 

Positive Situation discussion was used at the very end of the experiment to counteract 

the potentially negative effects of discussions of disagreements during the 

experimental session.  

Baseline Assessment of Mood 

Mood at baseline was assessed using the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule 

(PANAS; Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988). PANAS is a 20-item self-report 

measure designed to assess positive affect (e.g., excited, active) as well as negative 

affect (e.g., afraid, ashamed). Participants were asked, “To what extent are you 
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experiencing each of the following feelings and emotions right now?” Participants 

were asked to make responses using a 1 (very slightly or not at all) to 5 (extremely) 

Likert scale. Internal consistency of PANAS is .86 to .90 for positive affect (PA) 

scale and .84 to .87 for negative affect (NA) scale. PANAS demonstrates good 

convergent validity with other mood measures (Watson et al., 1988). 

Assessment of Feelings Toward Partner 

A 24-item State-Relationship Questionnaire (SRQ – state and trait versions; 

O'Connor, Bissell, Rohrbaugh, & Shoham, 1999) was used to assess feelings toward 

partner in general as well as during each of the discussions of disagreements 

(discussion of His Issue and Her Issue). This scale is somewhat similar to PANAS 

(Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988), but instead of asking participants about their 

feelings and emotions at the moment as PANAS does, this instrument captures the 

dyadic nature of affect by asking participants to rate on a scale from 1 to 5 (1 = not at 

all; 5 = very much) “How I felt toward my partner” as well as “How my partner made 

me feel.” Twelve of the adjectives used in the scale are positive (e.g., connected, 

caring, interested) and twelve are negative (e.g., angry, defensive, unattractive) and 

can be combined into a positive affect (PA) and negative affect (NA) scores 

respectively. Internal consistency of the full scale is greater than .90, and for positive 

and negative affect subscales internal consistencies are greater than .75. The SRQ-

trait measure was administered at baseline, and participants were asked to indicate 

how they usually feel toward their partner and how their partner usually makes them 

feel. The SRQ-state measure was administered after each discussion of disagreement 
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(Her Issue and His Issue), and participants were asked to indicate how they felt 

towards their partner during the discussion and how their partner made them feel.  

Demand-Withdraw 

An 8-item demand-withdraw scale (Rynes et al., 2004) was used to assess demand-

withdraw as perceived by partners after each of the discussions of disagreements (His 

Issue and Her Issue). Participants were asked to respond to each of the 8 items using a 

1 to 9 Likert scale (1 = not at all; 9 = very much) that correspond to the constructs of 

demand and withdrawal communication behaviors as described by Christensen and 

Heavey (1990). The examples of the items on this measure are “I criticized and my 

partner defended him/herself,” “My partner criticized and I defended myself,” “We 

both approached discussion,” “We both avoided discussion.” 

3.6 Data Analysis  

 
Prior to data analyses, normality of dependent variables and residuals was examined 

using standard procedures. Kenny, Kashy, and Cook (2006) state that there is an 

inherent nonindependence in scores of partners from the same dyad, since partners’ 

scores are likely to be more similar to each other than to scores from two partners 

who are members of another dyad. Another issue of nonindependence arises from 

potential autocorrelation of the within-person data, which is defined as the degree to 

which a person’s present state can be predicted from his or her prior state (Butler, 

2011). To address the issue of autocorrelation in rating of approach of discussion 

(referred to as Rating) data and frontal EEG asymmetry over time in each of the 

partners during discussions of disagreements, the models used in data analyses 

accounted for interdependence on both Level 1 (autocorrelation within person) and 
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Level 2 (interdependence in partners’ intercepts and slopes). To test most of the 

proposed hypotheses, longitudinal actor-partner model (Cook & Kenny, 2005) with 

distinguishable dyads were run using R and R-Studio software. Time variable that 

corresponds to each time point (epoch) in each of the interactions was used to 

distinguish observations at each of the timepoints. In study analyses, 5 variables 

assessing frontal EEG asymmetry were used (frontal EEG asymmetry was assessed 

separately at 4 pairs of symmetrical sites: F8-F7, F6-F5, F4-F3, F2-F1 and the overall 

asymmetry score was calculated across these 4 regions). In all of the analyses Her 

Issue is the area of disagreement identified by the female partner and His Issue is the 

area of disagreement identified by the male partner.  
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS 

4.1 Mean Differences in Self-Report Variables between Her Issue and His Issue 

 
Females reported that the issue they chose to discuss (Her Issue) was more important 

to them than the issue chosen for discussion by their male partners (His Issue;  

t(18) = -3.4, p < .01; See Table 2). Also, females reported significantly higher level of 

demand-withdraw interactions in which they demanded change while their partner 

withdrew (assessed by self-report questionnaires that were administered after each 

discussion), and feeling more negatively towards their male partners during the topic 

they chose to discuss (Her Issue) relative to their partner’s topic (His Issue; t(18) = -

3.3, p < .01; t(17) = -2.4, p < .05, respectively; See Table 2).  

Males reported that the topic chosen by female partners was more important to their 

partners than the topic they chose to discuss (t(17) = -2.9, p < .05; See Table 2). There 

were no other significant differences between Her Issue and His Issue reported by 

males (see Table 2). 

4.2 Mean Differences in Self-Report Variables between Females and Males 

during His Issue and Her Issue 

The issue chosen for discussion by females (Her Issue) was rated higher in its 

importance by females compared to males (t(45)) = 2.7, p < .01; See Table 2). When 

asked to rate importance of the issue to one’s partner, males rated the issue chosen by 

females (Her Issue) as more important to females than to them (t(45) = -3.2, p < .01; 

See Table 2). Consistent with the study hypothesis, during discussion of Her Issue, 

females reported higher level of demand-withdraw, in which females demanded while 

their partners withdrew, compared to males (t(46) = -2.5, p < .05; See Table 2). There 
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were no other significant differences between females and males on other variables 

related to Her Issue.  

For the issue that males chose to discuss (His Issue), there were no statistically 

significant differences between males and females on any of the variables (See Table 

2). 
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Table 2. Means and t-tests of Importance of the Issue, Demand-Withdraw roles, and 

feelings towards one’s partner between males and females and between Her Issue 

and His Issue. 

Her Issue 

                       Females               Males 

 Mean (SD) Range Mean (SD) Range 

How important the topic 

was for me 

7.58 (1.38)*## 5.00 – 9.00 5.83 (2.87)* 1.00 – 9.00 

How important the topic 

was for my partner 

5.50 (2.27)** 1.00 – 9.00 7.52 (2.04)**# 2.00 – 9.00 

I demanded while my 

partner withdrew 

3.47 (2.02)*## 1.00 – 7.33 2.21 (1.41)* 1.00 – 6.33 

I withdrew while my 

partner demanded 

2.60 (1.8.0) 1.00 – 7.50 2.67 (1.49) 1.00 – 6.67 

We both avoided 

discussion 

2.13 (1.62) 1.00 – 6.00 2.00 (1.22) 1.00 – 6.00 

We both approached 

discussion 

7.42 (1.67) 4.00 – 9.00 7.67 (1.71) 1.00 – 9.00 

How I felt towards the 

partner during the 

discussion 

3.46 (3.29) -4.25 – 7.83 4.04 (2.63) -1.42 – 7.67  

How positively I felt 

towards the partner 

during the discussion 

6.20 (1.91) 2.1 – 8.8 6.15 (1.75) 1.33 – 8.67 

How negatively I felt 

towards the partner 

during the discussion 

2.74 (1.63)# 1.00 – 6.33 2.11 (1.36) 1.00 – 5.50 

His Issue 

 Females Males 

 Mean (SD) Range Mean (SD) Range 

How important the topic 

was for me 

5.55 (2.37)## 1.00 – 9.00 6.23 (2.18) 2.00 – 9.00 

How important the topic 

was for my partner 

6.41 (2.18) 2.00 – 9.00 5.29 (2.33)# 2.00 – 9.00 

I demanded while my 

partner withdrew 

2.17 (1.14)## 1.00 – 4.33 2.88 (1.73) 1.00 – 6.33 

I withdrew while my 

partner demanded 

2.49 (1.41) 1.00 – 5.00 2.33 (1.32) 1.00 – 4.67 

We both avoided 

discussion 

1.82 (1.37) 1.00 – 5.00 2.00 (1.80) 1.00 – 7.00 

We both approached 

discussion 

7.32 (2.08) 1.00 – 9.00 7.09 (2.62) 1.00 – 9.00 

How I felt towards the 

partner during the 

discussion 

4.51 (2.95) -2.42 – 9.33 3.6 (2.74) -2.25 – 7.83 

How positively I felt 

towards the partner 

during the discussion 

6.74 (2.20) 2.67 – 12.00 5.76 (2.01) 1.00 – 8.83 

How negatively I felt 

towards the partner 

during the discussion 

2.23 (1.11)# 1.00 – 5.08 2.16 (1.27) 1.00 – 5.00 

 

* < .05 (for t-test of mean differences between males and females) 

** < .01 (for t-test of mean differences between males and females) 
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# < .05 (for t-test of mean differences between Her Issue and His Issue) 

## < .01 (for t-test of mean differences between Her Issue and His Issue) 

 

4.3 Approach and Avoidance of Discussion and Frontal EEG Asymmetry 

4.3.1 Aim 1: 

To assess whether during romantic partners’ discussions of disagreements, frontal 

EEG asymmetry is associated with the evidence of Demand-Withdraw in each of the 

partners. 

In the present study, Demand-Withdraw in romantic partners have been assessed in 

two ways: through self-report of demand-withdraw interactions using a self-report 

measure (Rynes et al., 2004) and through Stimulated Recall task that involved 

partners’ continuous second-by-second rating of approach of the discussion (referred 

to as Rating throughout the document and described in detail under Stimulated Recall 

Task in section 3.3 Experimental Procedures). The analyses below focus on the 

demand-withdraw interactions as measured by Rating – a continuous rating of 

approach of discussion from the Stimulated Recall task. The analyses that focus on 

the association between frontal EEG asymmetry and Demand-Withdraw assessed 

with the questionnaire (Rynes et al., 2004) administered after each interaction are 

reported in the Results section (4.5 Demand-Withdraw Interactions and Frontal EEG 

Asymmetry). Additional exploratory analyses focused on couple-level effects are 

presented in Appendix A. 

Hypothesis 1 

It was hypothesized that in both partners during both Her Issue and His Issue, one’s 

own greater Rating of approach of discussion would be associated with relatively 
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greater left than right frontal EEG activity, whereas one’s own lower Rating of 

approach of discussion would be associated with relatively less left than right frontal 

EEG activity. Additionally, one’s own greater Rating of approach of discussion 

would be associated with relatively less left frontal EEG activity in the partner (See 

Figure 3 for schematic representation). 

Figure 3. Schematic representation of hypothesized longitudinal Actor-Partner effects 

of Rating of discussion on frontal EEG asymmetry 

 
 Notes: EEG Asym1 = Frontal EEG asymmetry; Models were run separately for the frontal EEG 

asymmetry measured across 4 regions and for separate regions (F8-F7, F6-F5, F4-F3, F2-F1); Segment 

1-…X represents Time; Solid arrows represent Actor-Partner effects; Dashed arrows represent 

correlations between Partner 1 and Partner 2 variables and between observations across time.  

 

A series of longitudinal actor-partner models were examined to test this 

hypothesis. Given the focus of this study on examining within-session changes in 

Rating and frontal EEG asymmetry, all frontal EEG asymmetry variables and Rating 

were centered around person’s mean (own Rating and own asymmetry; partner 

Rating and partner asymmetry; models with non person-centered data were also 

examined and produced similar results).   
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In the first model, an overall frontal EEG asymmetry score across all four 

EEG regions (F2-F1, F4-F3, F6-F5, F8-F7; referred to as Asym across 4 regions) was 

used as an outcome variable, and a similar overall asymmetry score across regions for 

partner (Partner Asym across 4 regions), actor’s Rating (RatingA), partner’s rating 

(RatingP), and Time were entered as fixed effects. Partner’s overall frontal EEG 

asymmetry score (Partner Asym across 4 regions) was entered to control for 

nonindependence of partners’ data. The effects were modeled separately for men and 

women (indicated by the interaction terms: x Female; x Male). Interactions with time 

were kept in the model as in preliminary analysis they showed to improve model fit. 

Male, Female, Time x Male, Time x Female, RatingA, and RatingP were also entered 

as random effects. A maximum likelihood model estimate was used in all of the 

following models. To examine whether the pattern of results differed depending on 

whose issue was being discussed (His Issue or Her issues), the same models were run 

separately for His issue and Her issue.  

Frontal EEG asymmetry across 4 regions and individual scalp regions during His 

Issue 

During His issue, there were no significant effects of own Rating or Partner Rating on 

the overall frontal EEG asymmetry (Asym across 4 regions), and no effects on frontal 

EEG asymmetry measured at F8_F7, F6_F5, F4_F3, or F2_F1 in either males or 

females (all ps < .05).  

Frontal EEG asymmetry across 4 regions during Her Issue 

During Her Issue, there were no effects of own Rating or Partner Rating on the 

overall frontal EEG asymmetry (Asym across 4 regions; all ps ns).  
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Frontal EEG asymmetry for individual scalp regions during Her Issue 

Consistent with the study hypothesis, when asymmetry at F8-F7 was entered as an 

outcome variable, there was a significant effect of Partner Rating on frontal EEG 

asymmetry at F8-F7 in males, such that greater Partner Rating was associated with 

relatively less left than right frontal activity (t(25364) = -2.94, p < .05; see Table 3 

below). There was no significant effect of Partner Rating on frontal EEG asymmetry 

in females, and no effect of own Rating on frontal EEG asymmetry in either females 

or males. 

Table 3. Effect of own Rating and Partner Rating on frontal EEG asymmetry at F8-

F7 during Her issue 

Value SE DF      t p 

Sexf 0.02576 0.02717 25364 0.95 0.34 

Sexm -0.03772 0.02279 25364 -1.66 0.10 

F8_F7P.pc 0.01714 0.00627 25364 2.74 < 0.01 

Sexf x Time -0.00006 0.00007 25364 -0.78 0.44 

Sexm x Time 0.00011 0.00006 25364 1.87 0.06 

Sexf x RatingA.pc -0.00004 0.00006 25364 -0.63 0.53 

Sexf x RatingP.pc 0.00002 0.00006 25364 0.27 0.78 

Sexm  x RatingA.pc    -0.00007 0.00006 25364 -1.19 0.24 

Sexm x RatingP.pc -0.00017 0.00006 25364 -2.94 < 0.05 

Notes: F8_F7P.pc = Partner’s person-centered frontal EEG asymmetry at F8-F7; RatingA.pc = own 

person-centered rating of approach of discussion; RatingP.pc = Partner’s person-centered Rating of 

approach of discussion; SE = standard error; DF= degrees of freedom.   

  

The same pattern of results emerged when asymmetry at F6-F5 was entered as an 

outcome variable – greater Partner Rating of approach of discussion was associated 

with relatively less left than right frontal activity in males (t(25364) = -2.1, p < .05; 
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see Table 4 below), but no effects emerged of Partner Rating on frontal EEG 

asymmetry in females. 

 

Table 4. Effect of own Rating and Partner Rating on frontal EEG asymmetry at 

F6_F5 during Her issue 

Value SE DF       t p 

Sexf 0.0027 0.03065 25364 0.09 0.93 

Sexm -0.02693 0.02564 25364 -1.05 0.29 

F6_F5P.pc 0.01008 0.00627 25364 1.61 0.11 

Sexf x time 0.00002 0.00008 25364 0.21 0.83 

Sexm x time 0.00008 0.00007 25364 1.17 0.24 

Sexf x RatingA.pc 0.00002 0.00006 25364 0.25 0.80 

Sexf x RatingP.pc -0.00002 0.00008 25364 -0.30 0.77 

Sexm x RatingA.pc -0.00004 0.00006 25364 -0.76 0.45 

Sexm x RatingP.pc -0.00017 0.00008 25364 -2.10 < 0.05 

Notes: F6_F5P.pc = Partner’s person-centered frontal EEG asymmetry at F6-F5; RatingA.pc = own 

person-centered rating of approach of discussion; RatingP.pc = Partner’s person-centered Rating of 

approach of discussion; SE = standard error; DF= degrees of freedom.   

   

 

When frontal EEG asymmetry at F4-F3 was entered as an outcome variable, there 

was a significant effect of own Rating of approach of discussion on frontal EEG 

asymmetry in females, such that greater own Rating was associated with relatively 

greater left than right own frontal activity (t(25364) = 2.08, p < .05; see Table 5 

below), which was consistent with the study hypothesis. There was no effect of own 

Rating of approach of discussion on frontal EEG asymmetry in males, or effects of 

Partner Rating on frontal EEG asymmetry in either males or females. 
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Table 5. Effect of own Rating and Partner Rating on frontal EEG asymmetry at F4-

F3 during Her issue 

Value SE DF t  p 

Sexf -0.00395 0.02363 25364 -0.17 0.87 

Sexm 0.00889 0.02164 25364 0.41 0.68 

F4_F3P.pc -0.01654 0.00627 25364 -2.64 0.01 

Sexf x time 0.00003 0.00006 25364 0.52 0.61 

Sexm x time -0.00001 0.00006 25364 -0.25 0.80 

Sexf x RatingA.pc 0.00015 0.00007 25364 2.08 < 0.05 

Sexf x RatingP.pc -0.00008 0.00008 25364 -1.07 0.29 

Sexm x RatingA.pc 0.00002 0.00007 25364 0.30 0.77 

Sexm x RatingP.pc -0.00004 0.00008 25364 -0.44 0.66 

Notes: F4_F3P.pc = Partner’s person-centered frontal EEG asymmetry at F4-F3; RatingA.pc = own 

person-centered rating of approach of discussion; RatingP.pc = Partner’s person-centered Rating of 

approach of discussion; SE = standard error; DF= degrees of freedom.     

Similar effect emerged when frontal EEG asymmetry at F2-F1 was entered as the 

outcome variable – there was a significant effect of own Rating on frontal EEG 

asymmetry in females, such that greater own Rating was associated with relatively 

less left than right frontal activity (t(25364) = 2.5, p < .05; see Table 6 below). There 

was no effect of own Rating of approach of discussion on frontal EEG asymmetry in 

males, or effects of Partner Rating on frontal EEG asymmetry at F2-F1 in either 

males or females. 

 
Table 6. Effect own Rating and Partner Rating on frontal EEG asymmetry at F2-F1 

during Her issue 

  Value SE DF        t p 

Sexf -0.01774 0.0191 25364 -0.93 0.35 

Sexm -0.00517 0.01908 25364 -0.27 0.77 

F2_F1P.pc -0.0116 0.00627 25364 -1.85 0.06 

Sexf x time 0.00006 0.00005 25364 1.21 0.22 

Sexm x time 0.00001 0.00005 25364 0.19 0.85 

Sexf x RatingA.pc 0.00015 0.00006 25364 2.50 < 0.05 

Sexf x RatingP.pc 0.00003 0.00005 25364 0.56 0.58 

Sexm x RatingA.pc 0.00004 0.00006 25364 0.73 0.46 

Sexm x RatingP.pc 0.00007 0.00006 25364 1.28 0.20 
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Notes: F2_F1P.pc = Partner’s person-centered frontal EEG asymmetry at F2-F1; RatingA.pc = own 

person-centered rating of approach of discussion; RatingP.pc = Partner’s person-centered Rating of 

approach of discussion; SE = standard error; DF= degrees of freedom.   

 

4.3.2 Aim 2: 

 
To assess whether Demand-Withdraw interactions as well as corresponding patterns 

of frontal EEG asymmetry depend on the topic being discussed (His Issue versus His 

Issue). 

Hypothesis 2  

It was hypothesized that partners would engage in higher levels of demanding 

behaviors during the topic they chose to discuss as evidenced by greater approach of 

the discussion relative to the topic that their partner chose. This hypothesis was tested 

by using two approaches – Rating of approach of the discussion from the Stimulated 

Recall Task and using the Demand-Withdraw scale that participants filled out after 

each discussion. In order to account for individual variations in the use of the rating 

scale by participants in this study, in addition to the Rating of approach variable 

reported in Hypothesis 1, a percentage of epochs rated by the participant as approach 

of the discussion ((approach epochs/total number of epochs) x 100%) was calculated 

and tested as an outcome variable (Percent Approach) in a separate model. 

Rating of approach of discussion 

To test this hypothesis, Rating was entered as an outcome variable, sex (female vs. 

male) and topic (Her Issue vs. His Issue) were entered as fixed effects and intercept 
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was entered as a random effect.1 A maximum likelihood estimate was used. A 

significant interaction between Sex (female vs. male) and Topic (His Issue vs. Her 

Issue) emerged, suggesting that, as predicted, female participants reported higher 

Rating of approach of discussion during Her Issue relative to His Issue, whereas male 

participants reported higher Rating of approach of discussion during His Issue 

relative to Her Issue (t(56043) = 22.59, p < .001; see Table 7 and Figure 4 below).   

Table 7. Effect of sex and topic (His issue vs. Her issue) on Rating. 

Value SE DF t p 

(Intercept) 548.99 9.75 56043 56.30 < 0.001 

Sex -39.01 1.88 56043 -20.79 < 0.001 

Topic -36.38 1.89 56043 -19.26 < 0.001 

Sex x Topic 57.90 2.56 56043 22.59 < 0.001 

Notes: SE = standard error; DF= degrees of freedom.   

 

Figure 4. Effect of sex and topic (His issue vs. Her issue) on Rating 

 

 

Percent approach of discussion 

                                                        
1 Predictors in this model, Sex and Topic, are Level-2 variables and Rating is a Level-1 outcome 

variable measured for each epoch. This approach allows for a highly reliable measurement of 

Rating aggregated across multiple observations.  
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In order to account for individual variations in the use of the rating scale by 

participants in this study, Percent approach of discussion, (calculated as the total 

number of epochs rated as approach/total epochs x 100%) was entered as an outcome 

variable, sex (female vs. male) and topic (Her Issue vs. His Issue) were entered as 

fixed effects, and intercept was entered as a random effect. A maximum likelihood 

estimate was used. The interaction between Sex (female vs. male) and Topic (His 

Issue vs. Her Issue) was marginally significant (t(62) = 1.9, p = .06; See Table 8 and 

Figure 5)), suggesting that female participants rated greater percentage of epochs as 

approach during Her Issue relative to His Issue (t(62) = 13.06, p < .05), whereas there 

was no significant difference in Rating of approach during His Issue and Her Issue in 

males (p ns). 

 
Table 8. Effect of sex and topic (His issue vs. Her issue) on Percent Approach of the 

discussion. 

Value SE DF t p 

(Intercept) 71.85 3.88 62 18.52 < 0.001 

Sex -7.75 5.47 62 -1.42 0.16 

Topic -1.3 5.36 62 -0.24 0.81 

Sex x Topic 14.36 7.57 62 1.9 0.06 

Notes: SE = standard error; DF= degrees of freedom.   
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Figure 5. Effect of sex and topic (His issue vs. Her issue) on Percent Approach of the 

discussion  

 

 

Demand-Withdraw 

Additionally, four facets of demand-withdraw interactions assessed after each 

discussion of disagreement with a Demand-Withdraw questionnaire were tested. The 

variables “I demanded while partner withdrew,” “I withdrew while partner 

demanded,” “We both approached discussion,” and “We both avoided discussion” 

were entered as an outcome variable in separate models, Sex (female vs. male), Topic 

(His Issue vs. Her issue) and their interaction were entered as fixed effects, and 

intercept was entered as a random effect. A maximum likelihood estimate was used. 

There was a significant interaction between sex and topic on own demand while 

partner withdrew (“I demanded while partner withdrew”; (t(62) = 3.53, p < .001); see 

Table 9 and Figure 6), which was driven by female participants (t(62) = 3.58, p < 

.001). There were no significant effects of sex and topic on other facets of Demand-

Withdraw interactions. 
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Table 9. Effect of sex and topic (His issue vs. Her issue) on Demand-Withdraw (“I 

demanded while partner withdrew”). 

Value SE DF t p 

(Intercept) 2.83 0.34 62 8.26 < .001 

Sex -0.71 0.4 62 -1.76 0.08 

Topic -0.53 0.4 62 -1.3 0.2 

Sex x Topic 1.98 0.56 62 3.53 < .001 

Notes: SE = standard error; DF= degrees of freedom.   

 

Figure 6. Effect of sex and topic (His issue vs. Her issue) on Demand-Withdraw (“I 

demanded while partner withdrew”) 

 
 

Hypothesis 3  

It was hypothesized that partners would exhibit relatively greater left than right 

frontal EEG activity when discussing the issue they chose to discuss and relatively 

less left than right frontal EEG activity during the discussion of the issue chosen by 

their partner. 
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Frontal EEG asymmetry across 4 regions  

To test this hypothesis, at first, an overall frontal EEG asymmetry score across all 

four EEG regions (F-F7, F6-F5, F4-F3, F2-F1; Asym across 4 regions) was entered as 

an outcome variable, sex (female vs. male) and topic (Her Issue vs. His Issue) were 

entered as fixed effects and intercept was entered as a random effect.2 A maximum 

likelihood estimate was used. There was a significant interaction between Topic (His 

Issue vs. Her Issue) and Sex (male vs. female) on frontal EEG asymmetry (t(56043) = 

12.6, p <.001; See Table 10 and Figure 7) as measured by the overall frontal EEG 

asymmetry (Asym across 4 regions). This interaction appeared to be driven by male 

participants, who exhibited relatively greater left than right frontal EEG asymmetry 

(more positive scores) during the topic they chose (His Issue) relative to the topic 

chosen by their female partners (Her Issue; t(56043) = -16.93, p < .001; See Figure 

7). There was no significant effect of the Topic being discussed (His issue vs. Her 

issue) on frontal EEG asymmetry in females (ns).  

 

Table 10. Effect of sex and topic (His issue vs. Her issue) on overall frontal EEG 

asymmetry (Asym across 4 regions). 

Value SE DF t p 

(Intercept) 0.06 0.058 56043 0.98 0.33 

Sex -0.14 0.007 56043 -21.4 <. 001 

Topic -0.11 0.007 56043 -16.93 <. 001 

Sex x Topic 0.11 0.009 56043 12.6 <. 001 

Notes: SE = standard error; DF= degrees of freedom.   

 

 

 

 

                                                        
2 Similarly to Hypothesis 2, in this model and in subsequently reported models with individual 

scalp regions as an outcome variable, predictors (Sex and Topic) are Level-2 variables and EEG 

asymmetry is a Level-1 outcome variable measured for each epoch. This approach allows for a 

highly reliable measurement of asymmetry aggregated across multiple observations.  
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Figure 7. Effect of sex and topic (His issue vs. Her issue) on overall frontal EEG 

asymmetry (Asym across 4 regions). 

 

 
 

Frontal EEG asymmetry for individual scalp regions  

When frontal EEG asymmetry at F8-F7 was entered as an outcome variable, sex 

(female vs. male) and topic (His Issue vs. Her Issue) were entered as fixed effects, 

and intercept was entered as a random effect, a significant interaction between Topic 

(His Issue vs. Her Issue) and Sex (male vs. female) on frontal EEG asymmetry 

emerged (t(56043) = 6.96, p <.001; See Table 11 and Figure 8). Consistent with the 

study hypothesis, female participants exhibited relatively greater left than right 

activity (more positive scores) during the topic they chose to discuss (Her Issue) 

relative to the topic chosen by their male partners (His Issue; t(56043) = 9.35, p 

<.001). There was no significant effect of topic on frontal asymmetry in males (p ns). 
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Table 11. Effect of sex and topic (His issue vs. Her issue) on frontal EEG asymmetry 

at F8-F7. 

Value SE DF t p 

(Intercept) -0.0771 0.074 56043 -1.04 0.3 

Sex 0.0175 0.009 56043 2.04 0.04 

Topic 0.0001 0.009 56043 0.02 0.99 

Sex x Topic 0.0816 0.012 56043 6.96 < .001 

Notes: SE = standard error; DF= degrees of freedom.   

 

Figure 8. Effects of sex and topic (His issue vs. Her issue) on frontal EEG asymmetry 

at F8-F7. 

 

 

When frontal EEG asymmetry at F6-F5 was entered as an outcome variable, Sex 

(female vs. male) and Topic (His Issue vs. Her Issue) were entered as fixed effects, 

and intercept was entered as a random effect, a significant interaction between Topic 

(His Issue vs. Her Issue) and Sex (male vs. female) on frontal EEG asymmetry 

emerged (t(56043) = 18.33, p <.001; See table 12 and Figure 9). Consistent with the 

study hypothesis, male participants exhibited relatively greater left than right frontal 

activity (more positive scores) during the topic they chose (His Issue) relative to the 

topic chosen by their female partners (Her Issue; t(56043) = -21.61, p < .001), and 
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females exhibited relatively greater left than right activity (more positive scores) 

during the topic they chose (Her Issue) relative to the topic chosen by their male 

partners (Her Issue; t(56043) = 3.21, p < .01; See Figure 9).  

 

Table 12. Effect of sex and topic (His issue vs. Her issue) on frontal asymmetry at F6-

F5. 

Value SE DF t p 

(Intercept) 0.12 0.09 56043 1.27 0.21 

Sex -0.16 0.01 56043 -16.1 < .001 

Topic -0.22 0.01 56043 -21.61 < .001 

Sex x Topic 0.25 0.01 56043 18.33 < .001 

Notes: SE = standard error; DF= degrees of freedom.   

 

Figure 9. Effect of sex and topic (His issue vs. Her issue) on frontal EEG asymmetry 

at F6- F5. 
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participants exhibited relatively greater left than right activity (more positive scores) 

during the topic they chose (His Issue) relative to the topic chosen by their female 

partners (Her Issue; t(56043) = -20.12, p < .001). However, in females, the effect 

appeared to be in the opposite direction to what was predicted (relatively greater left 

than right asymmetry during His issue relative to Her issue, as evidenced by more 

positive scores; t(56043) = -10.72, p < .001; See Figure 10). 

Table 13. Effect of sex and topic (His issue vs. Her issue) on frontal asymmetry at F4-

F3. 

Value SE DF t p 

(Intercept) 0.16 0.08 56043 2.13 0.03 

Sex -0.26 0.01 56043 -26.42 <. 001 

Topic -0.2 0.01 56043 -20.12 <. 001 

Sex x Topic 0.09 0.01 56043 6.84 <. 001 

Notes: SE = standard error; DF= degrees of freedom.   

 

Figure 10. Effect of sex and topic (His issue vs. Her issue) on frontal EEG asymmetry 

at F4-F3. 
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Topic (His Issue vs. Her Issue) and sex (male vs. female) on frontal EEG asymmetry 

at F2-F1 (t(56043) = 2.12, p < .05; See Table 14 and Figure 11), such that male 

participants exhibited relatively greater left than right activity (more positive scores) 

during the topic they chose (His Issue) relative to the topic chosen by their female 

partners (Her Issue; t(56043) = -19.46, p < .001). However, there was no effect of 

Topic on asymmetry in females (p ns; See Figure 11). 

 

Table 14. Effect of sex and topic (His issue vs. Her issue) on frontal asymmetry at F2-

F1. 

Value SE DF t p 

(Intercept) 0.025 0.037 56043 0.68 0.5 

Sex -0.152 0.008 56043 -19.46 < .001 

Topic -0.025 0.008 56043 -3.13  < 0.01 

Sex x Topic 0.023 0.011 56043 2.12 < 0.05 

Notes: SE = standard error; DF= degrees of freedom.  

 

Figure 11. Effect of sex and topic (His issue vs. Her issue) on frontal EEG asymmetry 

at F2-F1. 
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4.4 Examining Demand-Withdraw Using Self-Report Measures  

 

Agreement between partners in their report of Demand-Withdraw interactions, as 

measured by the self-report measure of Demand-Withdraw administered after each 

discussion of the issue, was examined.  

During the discussion of the issue chosen by female partners (Her Issue), there was a 

significant agreement in couples’ perceptions of demand-withdraw interactions. 

Females’ report of demand while their male partners withdrew was significantly 

positively correlated with males’ report of withdrawing while their female partners 

demanded (r = .71, p <.001; See Table 15). Similarly, males’ report of demanding 

while their female partners withdrew and females’ report of withdrawing while their 

male partners demanded was also positively correlated (r = .44, p < .05; See Table 

15). There was also a significant positive correlation between both male and female 

partners’ report of demand while their partner withdrew (r = .41, p < .05; See Table 

15). Additionally, there was a significant negative correlation between female 

partners’ report of both partners approaching the discussion and male partners’ report 

of both partners avoiding the discussion (r = -.54, p < .01; See Table 15). 

During the topic chosen by male partners (His Issue), there was a marginally 

significant correlation between partners’ perceptions of demand-withdraw roles. 

Males’ report of demand while their female partners withdrew was positively but only 

marginally significantly correlated with females’ report of withdrawing while their 

male partners demanded (r = .38, p = .08; See Table 15). There was a significant 

positive correlation between partners’ report of both of them approaching the 
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discussion (r = .54, p < .01) as well as both of them avoiding the discussion (r = .43, 

p < 05; See Table 15). 

Table 15. Agreement between partners in their report of demand-withdraw 

interactions during His Topic and Her Topic as measured by Pearson’s r. 

 Her Issue 

                  Females 

M
al

es
 

 I demanded 

while partner 

withdrew  

I withdrew while 

partner  

demanded  

We both 

approached 

discussion  

We both 

avoided 

discussion  

I demanded while partner 

withdrew  

.41* .44* -.36¶ .37¶ 

I withdrew while partner 

demanded  

.71*** .21 -.22 .26 

We both approached 

discussion 

.15 -.15 .04 .19 

We both avoided 

discussion  

.05 .24 -.54** .37¶ 

 

 
 His Issue 

 Females 

M
al

es
 

 I demanded 

while partner 

withdrew  

I withdrew while 

partner 

demanded  

We both 

approached 

discussion  

We both 

avoided 

discussion  

I demanded while partner 

withdrew  

.10 .38¶ -.07 .13 

I withdrew while partner 

demanded  

.23 .14 .05 .06 

We both approached 

discussion  

.04 -.16 .54** -.08 

We both avoided 

discussion  

.18  -.24 -.29 .43* 

* <.05 

** <.01 

*** <.001 
¶ < .10 

 
 

4.5 Demand-Withdraw Interactions and Frontal EEG Asymmetry 

 
The association between frontal EEG asymmetry and Demand-Withdraw interactions 

as measured by a self-report measure of Demand-Withdraw (Rynes et al., 2004) 

administered after each discussion of disagreement was examined separately for two 

topics (Her Issue and His Issue). To test whether effects were significantly different 
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depending on EEG site, a separate variable Site was created and coded for each pair 

of symmetrical sites (F2-F1, F4-F3, F6-F5, and F8-F7). Four facets of demand-

withdraw interactions (“I demanded while partner withdrew,” “I withdrew while 

partner demanded,” “We both approached discussion,” and “We both avoided 

discussion”) were re-coded into 2 variables, I Approach and Partner Approach. To 

create the variables I Approach and Partner Approach, group means for each of the 

four facets of Demand-Withdraw (“I demanded while partner withdrew,” “I withdrew 

while partner demanded,” “We both approached discussion,” and “We both avoided 

discussion”) were subtracted from raw scores on these variables and those above the 

mean on “I demanded while partner withdrew” or “We both approached discussion” 

were coded as 1 on I Approach, whereas those with scores above the mean on “I 

withdrew while partner demanded” or “We both avoided discussion” were coded as 0 

on I Approach. Similarly, those who scored above the mean on “I withdrew while 

partner demanded” or “We both approached discussion” were coded as 1 on Partner 

Approach, and those who scored above the mean on  “I demanded while partner 

withdrew” or “We both avoided discussion” were coded as 0 on Partner Approach.  

Separate models were tested to examine the effect of I Approach and Partner 

Approach on frontal EEG asymmetry during the discussion of the topic chosen by 

males (His Issue) and the topic chosen by females (Her Issue). For the discussion of 

His Issue, frontal EEG Asymmetry was entered as an outcome variable while Site, 

Sex, I Approach, and their interactions were entered as fixed effects3. Random 

intercept was included in the model, and a maximum likelihood estimate was used. 

                                                        
3 There was no significant effect of the three-way interaction Sex x Site x I Approach on frontal 

EEG asymmetry, therefore it was dropped from subsequent models. 
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The analysis revealed a significant interaction between own approach of discussion (I 

Approach) and Site on frontal EEG asymmetry (t(133) = 2.21, p < .05; See Table 16 

and Figure 12). Decomposition of this interaction revealed that there was no 

significant effect of own approach of discussion (I Approach) on frontal EEG 

asymmetry at F2-F1, but the effect of own approach of discussion (I Approach) on 

frontal EEG asymmetry was significant at F4-F3 (t(133) = 2.09, p < .05), F6-F5 

(t(133) = 3.25, p < .01), and F8-F7 (t(133) = 4.01, p < .001), such that higher 

approach of discussion was associated with greater frontal EEG asymmetry (See 

Figure 12). 

Table 16. The effect of own approach of discussion (I Approach), sex, and site on 

frontal EEG asymmetry. 

Value SE DF        t    p 

(Intercept) -0.12 0.15 133 -0.81 0.42 

Site -0.16 0.13 133 -1.19 0.24 

Sex 0.01 0.17 133 0.07 0.95 

I Approach 0.2 0.17 133 1.18 0.24 

Site x Sex 0.06 0.16 133 0.39 0.7 

Site x I Approach 0.35 0.16 133 2.21 < .05 

Sex x I Approach -0.16 0.17 133 -0.91 0.36 

Notes: SE = standard error; DF= degrees of freedom.   
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Figure 12. Effect of site, sex, and own approach of discussion (I Approach) on EEG 

frontal asymmetry. 

 

 
Notes: Low Approach = below mean on “I Approach”; High Approach = above mean on “I Approach” 

 

There was no significant effect of Partner Approach of discussion on frontal EEG 

asymmetry during the topic chosen for discussion by males (His Topic, p ns). There 

were no significant effects of I Approach or Partner Approach on frontal EEG 

asymmetry at any of the sites during the topic chosen for discussion by female 

partners (Her Issue; all ps ns). 
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION 

The current study examined the association between frontal EEG asymmetry and 

Demand-Withdraw interactions during discussions of disagreements in college 

couples in romantic relationships. The focus of the current study was on examination 

of approach and avoidance of discussions as well as patterns of Demand-Withdraw 

roles based on partner’s self-report of their behavior.  

5.1 Summary of Findings 

5.1.1 Rating of Approach of Discussion and Frontal EEG Asymmetry 

 
The current study provided partial support for the association between Demand-

Withdraw interactions and frontal EEG asymmetry during discussions of 

disagreements in romantic partners. Consistent with the study hypothesis, during 

discussion of the topic chosen by female partners (Her Issue), in female partners, 

greater self-reported rating of approach of discussion was associated with relatively 

greater left than right frontal activity at F4-F3 and F2-F1, but not at F6-F5 or F8-F7. 

Also, contrary to prediction, there was no significant association between own rating 

of approach of discussion and frontal EEG asymmetry at any of the sites in males 

during Her Issue. Consistent with the study hypothesis, in males, greater partner’s 

self-reported rating of approach of discussion was associated with relatively less left 

than right frontal EEG activity at F8-F7 and F6-F5. However, no association between 

partner’s rating of approach and frontal EEG asymmetry scores at F4-F3 or F2-F1 

emerged in males. Additionally, there was no association between partner’s rating of 

approach of discussion and own frontal EEG asymmetry at any of the sites in females 

during Her Issue.  
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Contrary to prediction, no effects of own rating or partner rating of approach of 

discussion on frontal EEG asymmetry at any of the sites emerged during the 

discussion of the topic chosen by male partners (His Issue).  

5.1.2 Differences in Rating of Approach of Discussion, Demand-Withdraw, and  

Frontal EEG Asymmetry during His Issue vs. Her Issue 

Consistent with the study hypothesis, female partners evidenced greater rating of 

approach of discussion during the topic they chose (Her Issue) relative to their 

partner’s topic (His Issue), and male partners exhibited greater approach of discussion 

when they discussed the topic that they chose (His Topic) compared to the topic their 

female partners chose to discuss (Her Issue). When percent of epochs rated as 

approach of discussion was examined as an outcome variable for a comparison, 

consistent with this finding, female participants exhibited greater percent of epochs 

rated as approach during the topic they chose (Her Issue) relative to the topic chosen 

by their male partners (His Issue); however, this effect was only marginally 

significant and there was no difference in percent of epochs rated as approach by 

males between His Issue and Her Issue. Further corroborating this finding, female 

participants reported significantly greater levels of demand while their partner 

withdrew from discussion during the topic they chose to discuss (Her Issue) relative 

to the issue chosen for discussion by their male partners (His Issue). The difference in 

self-reported demand while partner withdrew from discussion was not significantly 

different in males while comparing His Issue and Her Issue. Also, there were no 

significant differences between topics (His vs. Hers) in males or females on other 

facets of Demand-Withdraw. 
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Consistent with the study prediction, males evidenced relatively greater left than right 

frontal EEG activity measured by the overall asymmetry score across 4 regions (F8-

F7, F6-F5, F4-F3, F2-F1) as well as at F6-F5, F4-F3, and F2-F1 during the discussion 

of the topic that they chose (His Issue) relative to the discussion of the topic chosen 

by female partners (Her Issue). However, no significant effects of whose topic was 

discussed (His Issue vs. Her Issue) on frontal asymmetry at F8-F7 emerged in males.  

Consistent with the study hypothesis, females exhibited relatively greater left than 

right frontal activity at F8-F7 and F6-F5 during the topic that they chose to discuss 

(Her Issue) relative to the topic chosen by male partners (His Issue). However, there 

were no significant differences in level of frontal EEG asymmetry measured by the 

overall asymmetry score across 4 regions or at F2-F1 in females regardless of whose 

issue was discussed. Contrary to the study prediction, females exhibited relatively 

less left than right frontal activity at F4-F3 during discussion of Her Issue relative to 

His issue.  

5.1.3 Demand-Withdraw  

 
Female partners reported that the issue they chose to discuss (Her Issue) was more 

important to them than to their male partners and that it was of greater importance to 

them compared to the issue that their male partners chose to discuss (His Issue). No 

significant differences in importance of the issue emerged in males. Female partners 

reported that they felt more negatively towards their male partners when they were 

discussing the issue they chose (Her Issue) compared to how negatively they felt 

during the discussion of the issue chosen by their male partners (His Issue).  
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Additionally, there was a significant degree of agreement between female and male 

partners on how much female partners demanded and male partners withdrew as well 

as how much males demanded and females withdrew when they discussed the issue 

chosen by females (Her Issue), but lower agreement on how much they both 

approached the discussion. During the issue chosen by male partners (His Issue), the 

agreement on how much males demanded while females withdrew was lower and 

only marginally significant. There was a strong agreement between male and female 

partners on how much they both approached and avoided the discussion of His Issue.  

5.1.4 I Approach and Partner Approach and Frontal EEG Asymmetry 

 
For the topic chosen for discussion by males (His Issue), when four facets of 

Demand-Withdraw (“I demanded while partner withdrew,” “I withdrew while partner 

demanded,” “We both approached discussion,” and “We both avoided discussion”) 

were recoded into two variables, I Approach and Partner Approach, and used as 

predictors of frontal EEG asymmetry, a significant effect of own approach of 

discussion (I Approach) on frontal EEG asymmetry emerged at F8-F7, F6-F5, and 

F4-F3. Consistent with the study hypothesis, greater own approach of discussion was 

associated with greater relative left frontal activity at these sites. The effect of own 

approach (I Approach) on asymmetry at F2-F1 was not significant, and there were no 

significant effects of Partner Approach on frontal asymmetry at any of the sites. Also, 

there were no significant effects of own approach of discussion or Partner Approach 

on frontal EEG asymmetry at any of the sites during Her Issue.  
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5.2 General Discussion 

 
The present study provides partial support for the idea that approach of discussion 

and Demand-Withdraw interactions during discussions of disagreements in romantic 

partners are associated with differences in frontal EEG asymmetry. Consistent with 

predictions, a significant positive association between approach of discussion and 

relatively greater left than right frontal EEG activity emerged during discussion of 

Her Issue in females but only at 2 pairs of frontal sites (F4-F3 and F2-F1), and there 

was a significant negative association between partner’s rating and relatively less left 

than right frontal EEG asymmetry at 2 other pairs of sites (F8-F7, F6-F5) but only in 

males. When the effects of own approach and partner approach of discussion 

variables derived from the Demand-Withdraw questionnaire on frontal EEG 

asymmetry were tested, consistent with predictions, the results revealed a positive 

association between own approach and frontal EEG asymmetry at F8-F7, F6-F5, and 

F4-F3 during His Issue, but not effects at F2-F1 or own approach or partner approach 

effects during Her Issue. 

The findings of the current study support the idea that levels of approach of 

discussion depend on the issue being discussed, with both partners reporting greater 

approach of discussion for the issue that they chose to discuss relative to the issue 

chosen by their partners. Consistent with the study prediction, the effect of the issue 

being discussed (His Issue vs. Her Issue) on frontal EEG asymmetry emerged at some 

sites (overall asymmetry across 4 regions, F6-F5, F4-F3, and F2-F1 in males; F8-F7 

in females), with relatively greater left than right frontal activity exhibited during the 
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topic that the participant chose to discuss relative to their partners’ topic. However, 

this effect was not consistent across all EEG sites and across sex.  

Inconsistencies in findings of frontal EEG asymmetry in the present study might be 

reflective of the finding that approximately 40-50% of variance in frontal EEG 

asymmetry can be accounted for by the state fluctuations (Hagemann et al., 2005), 

whereas the other 50-60% are accounted for by trait-like characteristics. Therefore, it 

is possible that even with a strong manipulation such as real-life social interactions 

around conflict, frontal EEG asymmetry may not always shift significantly or 

consistently, given strong trait-like properties of this metric. Future inclusion of 

individual differences in pre-discussion resting asymmetry into the models can 

examine this possibility. Additionally, the lack of consistency in these findings might 

be due to relatively low levels of reported demand-withdraw interactions in this 

sample of participants. The sample recruited for the current study might not be 

representative of college couples or romantic relationships in general, given that due 

to the nature of participation in the study, couples with relatively high levels of 

relationship satisfaction and secure attachment styles self-selected to participate. 

Additionally, it was evident from the analysis of time-varying patterns of approach 

that in most couples, ratings of approach of discussion were positively correlated 

between partners, suggesting relatively low levels of demand-withdraw interactions. 

Additionally, there is also a possibility that the use of current source density (CSD) 

transformed EEG data might be the reason for only a partial support of the association 

between frontal EEG activity and approach and withdrawal behaviors. The CSD-

transformation is a relatively new approach that attenuates the impact of distal and 
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widely distributed brain electrical sources, and thus the resulting signals at frontal 

EEG leads are more likely to reflect activity that is predominantly of frontal cortical 

origin. This might suggest that the effects of approach and avoidance behaviors on 

EEG asymmetry reported in the literature are influenced by distal sources that project 

to frontal sites and that are picked up using conventional reference montages in 

previous studies. The use of the CSD- reference montage, however, does not explain 

sex differences in the current findings as in previous reports CSD-reference montage 

was more sensitive in identifying hypothesized patterns in both sexes compared to 

other montages (Stewart et al., 2010).  

5.3 Limitations 

 
One of the main limitations of the present study is a relatively small sample size 

included in data analyses. A significant number of participants were excluded due to 

being left-handed – since there are no known reports that provide information on the 

association between handedness and EEG asymmetry, this exclusion criterion was 

used in order to keep the findings consistent with the existing literature. Additionally, 

difficulties with equipment led to excluding some participants due to unusable EEG 

and rating data. Yet another limitation of the present study is that there was likely a 

self-selection bias in our sample given the high demands of the study on participants 

(the study involved 2.5 hours of time commitment and potential discomfort of 

discussing relationship disagreements in the laboratory setting while being 

videorecorded). Our sample may not be representative of college couples as well as 

couples in committed relationships in general, given this potential selection bias as 

well as a high level of relationship satisfaction and low level of demand-withdraw 
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interactions in our sample. Additionally, our study relied on participants’ self-report 

of their approach of discussions as well as on their self-report of demand-withdraw 

interactions. Given the potentially perceived social undesirability of such interactions 

and behaviors, rating of demand-withdraw interactions by independent observers 

might have led to a different pattern of results.  

5.4 Future Directions 

 
In order to provide a more complete account of the relationship between frontal EEG 

asymmetry and demand-withdraw interactions, it will be important to correlate self-

report of demand-withdraw interactions with ratings by independent observers. 

Additionally, given that the current study sample of young college couples may not 

be representative of general population of married or cohabiting couples in committed 

long-term relationships, it would be important to extend the examination of demand-

withdraw interactions and frontal EEG asymmetry to couples who are more likely to 

engage in higher levels of demand-withdraw behaviors than the current generally 

well-adjusted, non-distressed sample of college couples. It would also be important to 

conduct analysis on a larger sample in order to reduce likelihood of incidental 

findings. Lastly, it would be important to examine pre-existing individual differences 

in frontal EEG asymmetry at rest as a potential moderator of effects found in this 

study. 

5.5 Summary 

 
The present study is the first examination of patterns of EEG activity in interacting 

romantic partners that adds to the existing literature on physiological processes that 

occur in romantic partners during discussions of disagreements. The findings in the 
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current study suggest that the central nervous system activity underlying approach 

and withdrawal motivation changes in the specific context of demand-withdraw 

interactions. Found effects were not always statistically significant at all examined 

EEG sites, suggesting that variability across sites may reflect specificity that is not 

fully understood yet or may reflect differences in effect sizes, which were not tested 

for statistical significance in this study. However, variability in effects across EEG 

sites is not uncommon in the literature on frontal EEG asymmetry.  

Frontal brain asymmetry is thought to reflect the extent to which lateral prefrontal 

systems can exert adaptive control over cingulo-limbic systems (Allen, 2012) that are 

thought to be dysregulated in a variety of emotional disorders and that are critically 

involved in the Central Autonomic Network, a system of brain structures involved in 

neurovisceral integration (Thayer & Lane, 2000). Insights into the temporal patterns 

and causal pathways between changes in behavior and neural activity as they unfold 

during conflictual interactions may have important implications for partners’ 

psychological well-being and provide a clearer picture of the dynamics of conflict 

escalation and de-escalation.  

The present study confirmed previous reports in the literature that demand-withdraw 

interactions depend on relevance of the issue being discussed and that the demand-

withdraw roles in men and women may get reversed depending on the relevance of 

the issue (Klinetob & Smith, 1996; Rynes, Rohrbaugh, & Shoham, 2004; Eldridge et 

al., 2007). The evidence for role-reversal was stronger when approach of discussion 

was assessed with a continuous rating measure and the reversal of demand-withdraw 
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roles assessed using a pen-and-pencil questionnaire administered after each 

discussion was also partially supported. 

Negative effects of demand-withdraw interactions on relationship quality and 

relationship satisfaction have been documented in the literature (Eldridge et al., 2007; 

Heavey et al., 1995). Future studies should establish whether patterns of changes in 

frontal EEG activity associated with these interactions have an effect on relationship 

quality and satisfaction, partners’ ability to resolve disagreements, and partner’s 

psychological and physical health. 
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APPENDIX A 

A.1 Couple-Level Exploratory Analyses 

A.1.1 Correlations between Partners’ Rating and Asymmetry Scores as a 

Couple-Level Unit of Analysis 

Additional analyses were conducted to examine couple-level associations between 

demand-withdraw interactions and frontal EEG asymmetry. For these analyses, time-

varying variables Rating and frontal EEG asymmetry (overall asymmetry across 4 

regions and asymmetry at F8-F7, F6-F5, F4-F3, F2-F1) were recoded into 20-second 

segments by calculating an average score for each of these variables across 20-second 

time-period. This approach resulted in 17 observations per each time-varying variable 

per person. Next, couple-level variables were created by correlating the resulting 

Rating and frontal EEG asymmetry scores (overall asymmetry across 4 regions and 

asymmetry at F8-F7, F6-F5, F4-F3, F2-F1) between partners. Using this approach, a 

single score was created for each couple for each of the following variables –Rating, 

asymmetry across 4 regions, asymmetry at F8-F7, F6-F5, F4-F3, and F2-F1.  

Descriptive statistics for the couple-level asymmetry variables and Rating are 

displayed in Table 17 below. 

Table 17. Descriptive statistics for correlations between partners’ scores for Rating 

and frontal EEG asymmetry during Her Issue and His Issue. 

 Her Issue His Issue 

 Mean (SD) Range Mean (SD) Range 

Rating_cor .14 (.30) -.47 - .58  .15 (.38) -.49 - .89 

Asym_cor -.10 (.21) -.56 - .26  -.001 (.28) -.65 - .44 

F8-F7_cor  -.03 (.23) -.65 - .35 -.008 (.25) -.73 - .37 

F6-F5_cor  -.05 (.21) -.53 - .29 -.001 (.26) -.66 - .41 

F4-F3_cor -.08 (.26) -.55 - .39 .05 (.28) -.53 - .40 

F2-F1_cor .02 (.19) -.35 - .46 -.005 (.24) -.64 - .31 

Note: Asym = frontal EEG asymmetry across 4 regions; _cor = correlation between partners’ scores 
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Correlations between couple-level asymmetry scores and Rating were examined 

separately for Her Issue and His Issue. For Her Issue, correlations between couple-

level Rating and couple-level asymmetry across 4 regions as well as at F8-F7, F6-F5, 

and F2-F1 were not statistically significant, but the correlation between couple-level 

Rating and couple-level frontal EEG asymmetry at F4-F3 was marginally significant 

(r = .38,  

p = 0.07), suggesting that a greater correlation in Rating between partners was 

associated with a greater correlation between partners’ asymmetry at F4-F3 during 

the discussion of Her Issue. There were no statistically significant correlations 

between partners’ Rating and partners’ asymmetry assessed across 4 regions or at any 

of the separate regions during His Issue. 

A.1.2 Average of Partners’ Rating and Asymmetry Scores as a Couple-Level 

Unit of Analysis 

Another approach for examining couple-level effects in this dataset included 

calculating average scores between partners on Rating as well as for the asymmetry 

variables (overall asymmetry across 4 regions, asymmetry at F8-F7, F6-F5, F4-F3, 

and F2-F1). Average scores for partners on these variables were calculated for each of 

the 17 20-second observations created in the previous step, resulting in 17 

observations per variable per couple. Next, in a longitudinal model, a couple-level 

asymmetry score (overall asymmetry across 4 regions, asymmetry at F8-F7, F6-F5, 

F4-F3, F2-F1) was entered as an outcome variable, couple-level Rating was entered 

as a fixed effect and intercept was entered as a random effect.  A maximum likelihood 
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estimate was used. Models were run separately for each of the asymmetry outcome 

variables and for each topic (His Issue and Her Issue). 

During Her Issue and His Issue, there was a significant positive effect of couple-level 

Rating on couple-level frontal asymmetry at F8-F7, suggesting that contrary to 

prediction, greater couple-level Rating was associated with relatively less left than 

right couple-level activity at F8-F7 (See Table 18). During Her Issue, when couple-

level asymmetry at F2-F1 was examined as an outcome variable, greater couple-level 

Rating was associated with relatively greater left than right couple-level activity at 

F2-F1, consistent with prediction (See Table 18). There were no other significant 

effects of Rating on frontal asymmetry at any of the other sites (all ps ns). 

 

Table 18. Couple-level Rating predicting couple-level frontal EEG asymmetry. 

Her Issue 

Outcome Var Predictor Var Value SE DF t p 

Frontal 

Asymmetry at 

F8-F7 

Intercept 

 

0.0677 0.09511 383 0.71 0.48 

Rating 

 

-0.0002 0.00008 383 -2.29 < 0.05 

Frontal 

Asymmetry at 

F2-F1 

Intercept 

 

-0.1497 0.06363 383 -2.35 0.02 

Rating 

 

0.0002 0.00008 383 2.20 < 0.05 

 

His Issue 

Frontal 

Asymmetry at 

F8-F7 

Intercept 

 

-0.0155 0.08974 350 -0.17 0.86 

Rating 

 

-0.0002 0.00008 350 -2.15 < 0.05 

Note: DF = degrees of freedom; SE = standard error.  

 

A.2.1 Couple-Level Demand-Withdraw 

Couple-level variables were calculated for 4 facets of Demand-Withdraw assessed in 

the study. Couple-level Female Demand Male Withdraw (FDMW) was calculated by 
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averaging females’ scores on “I Demanded while Partner Withdrew” and males’ 

scores on “I Withdrew while Partner Demanded.” Similarly, Male Demand Female 

Withdraw (MDFW) score was calculated by averaging scores for females on “I 

Withdrew while Partner Demanded” and males’ scores on “I Demanded while Partner 

Withdrew.” All other couple-level scores were calculated by averaging scores 

between partners on each of the assessed variables.  

There were no significant correlations between couple-level Rating and any of the 4 

facets of Demand-Withdraw assessed in the study (FDMW, MDFW, Both partners 

approached discussion, Both partners avoided discussion; all ps ns) during His Issue 

or Her Issue. 

During His Issue, there was a significant positive correlation between couple-level 

FDMW and MDFW (r = .53, p < .05). Couple-level MDFW was positively associated 

with couple-level negative feelings towards partner during the discussion (r = .57,  

p < .05). Couple-level approach of discussion was positively associated with 

couple-level importance of the issue for oneself (r = .56, p < .05) and for one’s 

partner (r = .57, p < .05; See Table 19). 

During Her Issue, couple-level FDMW was associated with couple-level MDFW (r = 

.44, p < .05), was negatively associated with one’s positive feelings towards partner 

during the discussion (r = -.62, p < .05), and positively associated with one’s negative 

feelings towards one’s partner (r = .84, p < .05; See Table 20).
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Table 19. Correlations between couple-level variables during His Issue. 

  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

1 

WHOTO 

Attachment 
-0.59* -0.37 .44* .57** .77** -0.28 -0.03 -0.12 0.00 0.25 0.18 0.27 0.25 0.34 0.00 

2 

ECRS Attachment 

Avoidance  
.53* -0.25 -0.36 -.49* 0.17 0.16 0.30 -0.01 -0.06 -0.12 -0.38 -.45* -.47* 0.23 

3 

ECRS Attachment 

Anxiety   
-0.41 -.65** -.60** .59** 0.12 0.34 -0.24 -0.30 -0.11 -0.31 -.59** -.55* .45* 

4 
RAS 

   
.77** .73** -.68** -0.10 -0.15 -0.05 0.19 0.09 -0.06 0.05 0.03 -0.06 

5 

How I normally feel 

towards partner 
    

.92** -.92** -0.02 -0.13 0.04 .45* 0.36 0.41 0.43 .46* -0.22 

6 

How I normally feel 

towards partner 

(positivity) 
     

-.70** 0.06 -0.04 0.12 0.42 0.39 0.38 0.38 .48* -0.07 

7 

How I normally feel 

towards partner 

(negativity) 
      

0.10 0.20 0.05 -0.41 -0.28 -0.37 -0.42 -0.38 0.33 

8 

Female Demand 

Male Withdraw 
       

.53* 0.43 -0.11 0.16 0.24 -0.10 0.01 0.26 

9 

Male Demand Female 

Withdraw 
        

0.19 -0.28 -0.28 -0.26 -0.44 -0.27 .57** 

10 

We both avoided 

discussion          
-0.30 -0.06 -0.14 0.11 0.04 -0.19 

11 

We both approached 

discussion 
          

.56** .57** 0.15 0.26 0.09 

12 

How important the 

topic was for me            
.77** 0.36 .44* -0.07 

13 

How important the 

topic was for partner 
            

.54* .63** -0.19 

14 

How I felt towards 

the partner during 

the discussion 
             

.93** 
-

.75** 

15 

How positively I felt 

towards the partner 

during the 

discussion 
              

-0.44 

Note: ECRS = Experience in Close Relationships Scale; RAS = Relationship Assessment Scale. 
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Table 20. Correlations between couple-level variables during Her Issue. 

    2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

1 

WHOTO  

Attachment -.57** -.42* .59* .73** .80** -.56** 0.21 -0.14 -0.01 .53** -0.07 -0.24 -0.04 -0.07 0.01 

2 

ECRS  

Attachment 

Avoidance 
 

.60** -0.41 -.49* -.59** 0.34 -0.01 -0.12 0.16 -0.26 0.00 0.10 -0.22 -0.23 0.17 

3 

ECRS  

Attachment 

Anxiety 
  

-.53** -.71** -.62** .68** 0.32 0.15 0.41 -0.30 0.21 0.15 -.53** -0.38 .61** 

4 
RAS 

   
.81** .79** -.71** -.45* -0.18 -0.17 0.38 -.46* -0.29 .58** .51* -.55** 

5 

How I normally feel 

towards partner     
.91** -.94** -0.35 -0.41 -0.36 .46* -0.24 -0.18 .51* 0.41 -.55** 

6 

How I normally feel 

towards partner 

(positivity)      
-.71** -0.12 -0.16 -0.27 .48* -0.22 -0.25 0.34 0.35 -0.26 

7 

How I normally feel 

towards partner 

(negativity)       
.50* .57** 0.39 -0.37 0.23 0.10 -.59** -0.40 .71** 

8 

Female Demand 

Male Withdraw        
.44* 0.29 -0.02 0.26 -0.19 -.78** -.62** .84** 

9 

Male Demand 

Female Withdraw         
.52** -0.33 0.08 -0.03 -0.18 0.00 0.35 

10 

We both avoided 

discussion          
-0.36 0.09 0.07 -0.20 -0.08 0.30 

11 

We both approached 

discussion           
-0.02 -0.05 0.09 0.09 -0.09 

12 

How important the 

topic was for me            
.74** -0.03 0.07 0.14 

13 

How important the 

topic was for partner             
0.30 0.33 -0.20 

14 

How I felt towards 

the partner during 

the discussion 
             

.93** -.91** 

15 

How positively I felt 

towards the partner 

during the discussion               
-.70** 

Note: ECRS = Experience in Close Relationships Scale; RAS = Relationship Assessment Scale.
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